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Quilt making dominates the field of needlecraft today and nearly every woman is either busily engaged on one or more quilt projects or contemplates trying this fascinating work.

Quilt patterns are the big demand and the search for new and interesting designs is on at the libraries, in the stores, or among the hidden linen chests at home. Women are collecting patterns now with the enthusiasm of treasure hunters and they never seem to find enough.

Ruby Short McKim has had a considerable part in helping shape this quilt interest and in supplying dozens of the designs most sought. Her syndicated quilt features have been running several years in the leading newspapers and many magazines and during that time she has developed and sold eight different series of booklets containing groups of the most popular patterns.

Mrs. McKim is now offering a complete new quilt book called "One Hundred and One Patchwork Patterns" and has tried to make it so helpful and practical that it would merit the claim of telling "Everything about quilts."

Every phase of Quilt Making is interestingly explained and there are detailed chapters of instructions covering every step from the selecting of the design to the finishing of the quilt. In addition there are many helpful features found in no other book.

This book of 128 pages is handsomely bound in heavy cloth covers and will be widely used as a source of quilt making information.

Over One Hundred Actual Quilt Cutting Patterns Are Given
Yardage Estimates Are Supplied for Each Quilt
Everything about Quilt Making Simplified in This Book
DESIGNS WORTH DOING WILL BE SENT TO ANY ADDRESS FOR 10c

Milo, The Monk

For those of irresponsible age (any place from infancy to ?) we offer Milo, the Monk—mayhap from the same ancient tree as the Milo, Venus de, but rather different in stature and composition. Milo, the Monk is a creature of chintz and kapok, cuddly, amusing and sure to be loved. You'll even enjoy making him, but that process is quickly done, and the finished monkey in coat and cap cut from a bandana, will be seen perched about every favorite nook in the house. Stamped materials, all but scuffing, are easy to make, and the finished bandana, will be seen perched about every frame and work solidly in white wool, French knots, hoofs, noses, eyes and a bit of the ears is in mercerized black floss. When this is all done they cut out a seam larger, fold back and applique onto a woolly blanket, a cambric spread, or perhaps onto a wee bathrobe. Just one would be lovely on Sonny's wool suit.

Stamped pair with instructions for making, 3 ten yard skeins of white wool yarn and black boilproof embroidery thread is No. 356A at 50 cents. An eiderdown crib blanket in pink or blue, size about 30x40 inches may be ordered separately as No. 356B at $1.00.

Gay Zoo Towels

If you have not yet fallen for the decorative possibilities of funny modernistic animals, this Gay Zoo group will surely tell the bill. And if you are already addicted, you will still hail this delightful trio as a find. With their utter disregard for outline, they really are the cleverest yet!

We stamp them on three pure linen towels of assorted pastel tints. These are cut 12 inches wide by 18 inches long which makes a very usable size. They may be bought singly as No. 356T for tiger, 356G for giraffe, or 356Z for zebra at 30 cents each for the stamped linen and boilproof black sixstrand to embroider. We send yellow unless otherwise specified on single orders, but on the group of three, No. 356C at 75 cents, colors come assorted.

Since the Gay Zoo designs are so unusual you may want to use them in many places, on pillow slips, little boy suits or other places for children. We have therefore made perforated patterns which may be used many times for stamping offered as No. 356P at 30 cents for the group of three.

A Word About Prices

Every item in this catalogue has been priced as low as good materials and excellent design will allow. The few numbers carried over from the last catalogue because of their popularity have been refunded and as much as possible reduced. Every page carries money saving suggestions for you—and it will pay you to save this catalogue throughout the year.

Ruby Short McKim

Lamb Blanket

Each lamb is about four inches "square"; they come stamped on muslin to stretch into an embroidery frame and work solidly in white wool, French knots, hoofs, noses, eyes and a bit of the ears is in mercerized black floss. When this is all done they cut out a seam larger, fold back and applique onto a woolly blanket, a cambric spread, or perhaps onto a wee bathrobe. Just one would be lovely on Sonny's wool suit.

The stamped pair with instructions for making, 3 ten yard skeins of white wool yarn and black boilproof embroidery thread is No. 356A at 50 cents. An eiderdown crib blanket in pink or blue, size about 30x40 inches may be ordered separately as No. 356B at $1.00.

ALGERIAN SQUARES

For Cross Stitch

Every needleworker knows what sheer relaxation it is to follow along a pattern where every cross is marked for the stitches that soon become a finished design. When this finished pattern is something as new and sophisticated as an Algerian square, your effort is more than repaid.

356A Stamped pair of lambs with thread .................. $ .50
356B Eiderdown baby's blanket .................. 1.00
356X Appliques and blanket ........ 1.25

One is smart for a pillow top, they come about 17 inches square, two or three make a table runner and nine, fagotted together into a 50-inch square, make a really handsome between-meal table cover. The colors are cherry red and scarlet, blue, ochre and brown. The material is stamped Monk's crash, No. 382, and the price only 50 cents including the 7 skeins of floss necessary for working. Plain squares for pillow backs or to use alternately with embroidered ones may be ordered as No. 382B at 15 cents each.

382 Stamped square with floss .................. 50 cents
382B Plain Squares ........ 15 cents
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**THIS BOOK IS CROWDED WITH CLEVER THINGS TO MAKE**

**DAVENPORT AND CHAIR SET**

The chair set, including back piece 14 by 12 inches and arm rests, is of monk's cloth with crewel embroidery. Flowers are to be done for the most part in blanket or button-hole stitch. Shades of blue, rose, tan and green are used with a bit of orchid and copper-orange—eight hues planned to harmonize with living-room furnishings. This set of three pieces for a chair, with thread for embroidering is number 694C.

For a davenport set, number 694D uses the same pattern motifs, only more of them, on the back piece, which measures about 22 by 12 inches. This set of three pieces, including the back piece and arm rests, comes with embroidery thread included. With these numbers enough brown thread is supplied for finishing the edges.

- **694C Chair Back and Arm Rests in monk's cloth**
  - with floss: 45 cents
- **694D Davenport Set with floss**
  - 60 cents

**CLEVER LITTLE TUCKAWAY PILLOW**

The little box pillow with a Kate Greenaway maiden embroidered and appliqued on its top—number 693, is very popular. And by the way, it is more than appears on the surface. The back is double, making a pocket in which one may tuck pajamas during the day; or if the pillow be scented, kerchiefs, gloves and the like might be kept there until they emit a trace of the fragrance.

Materials are a plain ivory and a chintz-print sateen; the figure is daintily embroidered in single-strand black and white with a skirt of the glazed print.

Stapled medallion for appliqueing front, double back, boxing strip and floss are all included together with instructions. A 9-inch box pillow form filled with kapok for the Kate Greenaway pillow is number 573A.

- **573A 9-inch Box Pillow Form, kapok filled**
  - 30 cents

**AN OWL PILLOW**

This is a pillow that is really a toy. He is a plump green owl whose dignity may be dragged in the dust as a toddler pulls him off to nap by the tassel on his mortar-board cap. Order number 646 is a packet containing all materials, except stuffing, to complete the owl pillow—that is the stamped green gingham, front and back, black and white appliques, and black floss for embroidery and tassel. The size is about 11 by 16 inches and all materials are fast color. If you wish just a wax pattern, order number 646P and he may be made up in any color desired.

- **646 Material for Pillow**
  - 40 cents
- **646P Wax Pattern for Owl**
  - 20 cents

**JUST FOR SCHOOL**

If you will think back to the good old school days, you will remember how paint boxes rattle and fall, how compass parts get lost and erasers bounce away. This handy denim case saves all that bother. It takes only a few minutes to make and then it is a most acceptable gift to any youngster now in school. The pencil case is number 301 all cut out and stamped with the familiar school figure. Lining, two colors of embroidery floss and instructions for finishing are included. Every school boy and girl should have one.

The cunning school bag pictured here comes stamped on denim with all necessary applique parts already stamped, and ready to be put together. This is number 544B.

- **301 Stamped Material and Floss for Pencil Case**
  - 25 cents
- **544B School Bag Stamped with Owl design on Denim with Stamped Applique Parts**
  - 40 cents

---
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SMART GIFTS CAN BE MADE AT VERY SLIGHT EXPENSE

CHINEE PHONE PAD

This Chinese-boy pad is easy to make—a braid of yarn is fastened under his applique cap at one end and through string-top pencil at the other; three very simple-shaped applique patches, some blanket and outline stitches and a glued-on pad complete him.

No. 320 at 20 cents postpaid, includes wax transfers to stamp on muslin, on gay scraps for blouse, trousers and cap, and even on the paper pad. The pad of paper is included as is also the string-top pencil, wool for his queue, black embroidery floss and instructions so definite that you can't make a mistake.

320 Chinese-phone Pad, all parts ..................... 20 cents

TINK THE DOLL

Tink may be taken to heart by any sized youngster and most likely be carried back to college by Sister Diane! Any girl who has a room of her own is apt to have an array of clever dolls inhabiting it, and Tink is really clever from his merry whimsical face to his turned-up felt toes. You know one can't be ordinary with a nose of black felt, sand in certain portions of one's anatomy that makes him perch securely on a chair arm or bed post, and a bell on the cap so tiny that it only says "Tink" and not "tinkle." Stamped materials, felt, sateen, oilcloth coat, hand tinted cheeks, in fact everything but the stuffing may be ordered as No. 245 at 50 cents complete to finish this doll.

245 All Materials for Doll 50 cents

A CUDDLE DUCK

Not to overlook the youngest member of the family, we offer a Cuddle Duck that is 12 inches high, and curved just right to nestle in your having a black stocking, a milk bottle and a scrap of white for the apron and neckerchief. We are sending instructions and cutting measurements, the face design, a pair of shiny pearl eye-balls, and enough oil calico print in the red to make her ample skirt and bandana.

658 Materials and Pattern 25 cents

MAMMY DOOR STOP

Milk Bottle Mammy—any milk distributor will be glad to sell you a bottle for five cents. May be filled with sand to keep open or closed that contrary door which is always doing the wrong thing. We are counting on your having a black stocking, a milk bottle and a scrap of white for the apron and neckerchief. We are sending instructions and cutting measurements, the face design, a pair of shiny pearl eye-balls, and enough oil calico print in the red to make her ample skirt and bandana.

658 Materials and Pattern 25 cents

MARIONETTE PILLOW

The Marionette pillow effects the very smart combination of felt and organzun. Foundation material is a lemon yellow circle of sateen twelve inches across; the humble lad, proud lady, and the heart polka dots are of black felt, all placed under an outer veil of pale-green organze, with a charmingly dainty result. This is number 672 and includes all materials needed to complete the pillow, sateen front and back, organzie for front and ruffles, felt cut-outs, and black floss. A Kapok filled round pillow to fit may be secured as No. 673.

672 Materials for Pillow 40 cents

678 Kapok Filled Pillow 80 cents
THE CANDLE light doilies were designed from the broadening circles of light shed by a candle, but modernly interpreted in angles of shaded orange, gold, and yellow. For a center compartment of fruit or flowers flanked by candlesticks they are beautifully unusual on the table or buffet. White linen is cut and basted into a narrow top hem around the points then rows of chain stitch in the colors cover this making end of his lute translate into a ring of blue music, that is, notes and such. The elfin is done in green running stitch; bindings are blue. Embroidery floss and blue bias for binding are included with the cover which is of excellent quality satin. The order number is 364 and the price 75 cents.

1364 Materials Cage Cover 75 cents

BIRD CAGE COVER

WHEN night comes and Mr. Canary must have a rest from bright lights and music, nothing could be cozier than this bird cage cover of black satin. A cunning little elf sits on a toadstool piping a tune which two little blue birds perched on the...

1364 Materials Cage Cover 75 cents
WHAT LITTLE GIRL WOULD NOT ADORE BUNNY AND PEENY PEN?

SEWING MACHINE COVER

FOR ANY flat top or slightly "humped" sewing machine, we recommend this charming monk's cloth cover. The material looks like a heavy handwoven crash—color a soft neutral tan and we cut it 20 inches wide by 30 inches long so it will fit any size machine.

Embroidery silhouette and border are suggested to be in walnut brown, although black, dark blue, red or whatever color would be best for the yard. The work is a gobelin stitch, fascinating to do and smartly effective. Stamped cover of monk's crash 22x50 is No. 355 at 60 cents. No. 355T is five skeins of boilproof cotton, sufficient to work it at 15 cents.

355 Stamped Cover........ 60 cents
355T Five Skeins Thread 15 cents

A BUNNY COOK APRON

BECAUSE I know that so many little girls love to cook, this Bunny Cook Apron was designed. Of course, one often wears an apron just to keep a clean frock as it should be, whether there are dishes to be dried or bubbles to be blown.

This apron will fit a ten to twelve-year-old girl nicely. By shortening the neck strap it comes down to a six or eight size and can be trimmed even smaller if you like. It's of heavy cream muslin with catenary yellow bands and strings. The shaped lower band is decorated with a cut-out bunny and blossoms where the cream muslin shows through most effectively. There is copper-orange floss included for bunny's whisker stitches and center dots for the flowers, and there is green floss for the remaining simple stitching.

Oh, yes, and there's enough white yarn to make a cunning little "cotton-tail," only it's really wool and not cotton at all.

325 Bunny Cook Apron, all materials ready-cut and stamped .................... 25 cents

CANDLE LIGHT PILLOW CASES

NO MATTER how many pairs of pillow slips your linen closet boasts, you will want one more pair when you see these clever ones combining applique and cut work. Colors are yellow, burnt orange and apple green, on lovely white tubing cases.

The conventional candle stick is the green with cut out sections that are buttonhole stitched around, wax candle is yellow with a bit of orange flame centering a sort of halo of yellow buttonhole stitch that cuts out most effectively. Running stitches in yellow and burnt orange hold the hem right side out in a most decorative manner. Forty or forty-two-inch tubing with appliques and floss in matching hues is No. 365 at $1.00 the pair.

365 Pair Stamped Tubing Cases, with Appliques and Floss .................... $1.00

PEENY PEN PILLOW

THIS calico pillow is "Peeny Pen's" cottage of nursery rhyme fame. You may recall that Peeny Pen's house by the side of the road "looked just like a little round tippery toad," which may place this colorful wee cottage in the nursery, or again any of the grown-ups are apt to pick it up by its plump little chimney extension and tuck in a chair for comfort or charm. It is only 10x12, but boasts a red walk and chimney, a green foreground and door, with blue windows, embroidered in brilliant squares, an ivory cottage with a green print roof and a yellow sky. The assortment of gay materials, muslin back and cording fold for edge, together with pattern and instructions may be ordered as No. 383 at only 25 cents.

383 Peeny Pen Pillow Materials ........................................ 25 cents
EVEN DISHWASHING IS MORE CHEERFUL WITH THESE TOWELS

A NEW DISH TOWEL DESIGN FOR EACH DAY

A S LONG as folks eat, there will be dishes to wash—and of course the poor wet things must be dried. To liven up the dreaded, daily task our artist has designed a series of clever tea towel patterns—one for each day of the week: A wash "lady" for Monday, a Chinaman to iron on Tuesday, a charming seamstress for Wednesday, a Scotch shopper for Thursday, a Dutch cleaner for Friday, a baker for Saturday, and a prim go-to-church maid for Sunday.

Whether it is to add to the convenience of your own kitchen or as gifts to some bride of this year or ever so many years ago, you are certain to want this set of transfer designs when all seven cost only 20 cents.

Complete Set stamped on red bordered, part linen toweling includes red and black floss to embroider.

BUFFET SCARF SET

THE Buffet Scarf divided into three mat-like pieces is a justly popular plan, well adapted to the formal placings used on side-boards such as a large compote, flanked by candlesticks or an urn by bisymmetrical bowls.

The Buffet Scarf set we offer is on natural linen, two pieces each 9 by 12, and a center one 18 by 12. The design is of conventionalized grain heads with an interlacing stem that button-hole stitches around to make small cut work areas.

SILHOUETTE TOWELS

THESE silhouette towels are so attractive that you will want a dozen of them. It is hard to imagine anything more distinguished at the price than a pair of these quaint towels. They are number 619, stamped on good quality huck, hemmed, 16 by 30 inches and we include boilproof floss. Embroidery is of the easy, old-fashioned kinds, satin, outline and running stitches only, as the instruction chart provides.

A BIB AND TRAY CLOTH

HERE is something to make for the youngest member of the family. No. 663N is a bib-and-tray cloth set which comes all stamped ready to cut and bind with the yellow bias fold which we supply. On the bib a bunny policeman says "Go" to a traffic line of milk and fruits, while on the tray cloth the same authority says "Stop" to some pastry and tea people. A running stitch in black completes them in short order, or you may sketch on a bit of yellow, red and blue with wax crayons and then press well to set the color.

BUFFET SCARF SET

115 Three Stamped Pieces...... $ .50
115T Three Skeins of Thread .10

644 Wax Transfer ................. $ .20
645 Stamped Set and Floss .... 1.50

SILHOUETTE TOWELS

619 Pr. Towels with Floss 50 cents
CHILDREN HAVE ALWAYS LOVED STUFFED TOYS LIKE THESE

FLOWER MONOGRAM
MONOGRAMS are always in order and they are appropriate not alone for napkins, towels, etc., but are very smart on personal apparel, too. Here is a very beautiful and different series. Each letter in the alphabet is combined with a flower beginning with that letter, swinging gracefully into a circle to make a most attractive spot of decoration. They come in two sizes, 3 inches and 1 1/4 inches, on wax transfers and are easily transferred to your material with a hot iron.

There are 12 large and 12 small patterns of any one letter in order No. 502.

Gingham Dog and Calico Cat

The Gingham Dog and the Calico Cat who "side by side on the table sat" have been prime favorites with children for a generation. Here they are in prim check and old-fashioned calico print, cuddly and cute as they can be. Order number 604 is the dog stamped on gingham, black sateen for his trousers, floss and buttons for his eyes, complete for 40 cents.

Number 605 is the cat on a pink-calico print, with apron, floss, and eye buttons, also 40 cents. There is nothing complicated to make about this pair; directions are included with each one.

604 The Gingham Dog.....40 cents
605 The Calico Cat.....40 cents
604-5 Both toys.........60 cents

Soldier Doll

Here is where our ten-inch toy soldier qualifies like a major! He has been so adored by young and old during his short model existence that we know he'll march right into the affections of his young countrymen. For the child who has almost everything to play with, or for his grown-up sister or brother, we suggest the toy soldier. He is made of felt, which means no edges to turn, in red, white, blue, and gold, with shiny black oilcloth cap, belt and shoes. I suggest a bit of cardboard in the crown of his hat and in the soles of his shoes. The cardboard in the shoes will enable the soldier to stand by himself.

No. 241 includes exact patterns for every part, all felts, and oilcloth, and definite instructions. Stuffing not supplied. Price, 40 cents.

241 Materials for Doll .....40 cents
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HERE ARE THREE NEW CURTAIN IDEAS FOR YOUR CHOICE

Yellow, the sunlight color, glows in spring blossoms on these dainty daffodil curtains. Two shades of yellow, the one for centers almost an orange, with green leaves and a bottom facing of the same cool green, are easily applied with running stitches of floss exactly matching in hue. Both threads and cloth are boilproof. These curtains are number 297B and are $1.50 the pair postpaid. The order includes two 2-yard lengths of white daffodil design, three skeins of embroidery thread, and color fast facing in green together with all applique parts in the same material.

Sash curtains, one yard long, are number 297A at $1.00 the pair postpaid, and contain the same assortment as above, everything complete for making. Wax transfer pattern for curtains and for all applique parts to use on your own materials, is number 297 and costs 25 cents.

Curtains as simple to do as these are, and as charming when done, will no doubt find a real welcome in many homes. Wax Transfers Daffodil curtain ........................................... $ .25
297A Pair Sash Curtains .................................. 1.00
297B Pair 2-yard Curtains .................................. 1.50

DAFFODILS FOR THE KITCHEN

There is never danger of a kitchen, breakfast nook or even a bedroom having too much sunlight, and these crisp curtains of fine weave and fresh, color splashes surely invite all that's shining!

Oilcloth Borders

Here is an idea which evolved from a very humble beginning into something both practical and clever. That is the cunning little window blind borders of oilcloth. The first ones we saw were for stern necessity on kitchen blinds that had been turned and shortened and then bound with a bright washable oilcloth band matching adjacent shelf covering! They had personality which the new shade had never possessed. For ours, we made one of jade cacti, with orange blossoms on a yellow desert facing and it was so much fun that another had to be made with green water, black and white gull, sails, and an orange boat and moon. We send these for a blind 30 inches wide, but of course they can be cut down a wave or a section of land for narrower blinds. Or we will cut them wider at small additional cost. The cactus border is No. 413 and the one of sea gulls is No. 412.

413 Stamped colored oilcloth for curtain hem, Cactus pattern .................................. 40 cents
412 Stamped colored oilcloth for curtain hem, Ship pattern .................................. 40 cents

HANDSOME CURTAIN IDEAS FOR THE LIVING ROOM

Crewel Side Drapes - Hand Run Net Glass Curtains

We have catalogued quite a number of curtains that draw a rapid fire of superlative comment: "How clever—cute—adorable," and so, they are for kitchen, bedrooms, breakfast nooks and informal living rooms. But this time we are offering a handsome, dignified curtain that will do honor to the most formally placed windows.

Each side drape comes stamped on monk's crash, 25 inches wide, cut two yards and six inches long. If this is right for your windows and to allow top and bottom hems simply order No. 591 at $3.00 per pair, or we will gladly cut them in special lengths. Wax patterns to stamp on your own material, linen, shantung or light wool are 591B at 60 cents the pair. Crewel embroidery in wools, or in cotton threads if you prefer, using a wide range of beautiful colors and an authentic Jacobean design like this, assures curtains of richness and charm that will be enjoyed for many years. A chart showing colors and stitch suggestions comes with either order.

We assemble a wool assortment in tones of green, violet, mahogany, blue, with accents of orange and coral, sufficient to embroider a pair of side drapes, colors as No. 592 to 44.

For the glass curtain sketched, we supply directions and a pattern drawn to scale with a stitch count that is easily followed. After you have worked one or two units simply by weaving the heavy threads through the net, so many meshes, one direction, then so many another, you will find the game a fascinating one to repeat.

Pattern and instructions is No. 372 at only 20 cents. A splendid weave net, about 10 meshes to the inch, may be bought by the yard. We have it in ecru, 46 inches wide, which may be split for a single window at 75 cents per yard for any amount you need. Or you may use the pattern on your own material, bought locally.

591 Pair of Drapes stamped ................................ $3.00
591B Pattern for Drapes .................................. .60
592 Wool assortment .................................. 4.00
372 Net weaving pattern .................................. .20
Net curtiing per yard .................................. .75
SEVEN DAY TEA TOWELS CONTINUE OUR BIGGEST SELLER

A six-months-to-one-year size is used for the middle pattern of tiny little apples or conventional flowers that buttonhole stitch out from a center. It is cut by a favorite pattern with inverted pleats under the arm, tiny shoulder tucks with an embroidered spray between and a very smart embroidery design for all. Of the same beautiful nainsook it is No. 376 at 85 cents.

The third of these unusual baby designs is cut in the same larger size, 18 inches long for a short dress length. It features double scallops which are especially lovely with lace on each larger one, and lily of the valley sprays. These may be done in all white or white with a pale green stem line. This little frock all stamped is No. 377 at 85 cents.

CHUBBY TOWELS

For Christmas, the hope chest, shower, bride or bazaar, as well as for us who have long since qualified as homekeepers, a Tuesday tea towel for Tuesday, and a Sunday one for Sunday, are most encouraging. Outline stitch, two strands of any favorite hue, quickly transforms the stamped material into mighty clever towels, each with a chubby baby, struggling with the task of the day. Pattern No. 561 at 20 cents supplies the set of seven designs in wax transfer form to use on anything from linen crash to sugar sacks.

We can also furnish this set of designs, seven of them stamped on soft, part linen toweling, ready to embroider and use. This is No. 562, and is $1.50 complete, postpaid. Embroidery floss in colors to match the border is included.

561 Wax Patterns .................. $ .20
562 Seven Stamped Towels ... 1.50

BABY FROCKS

This tiny drawing hardly explains how sweet and dainty are the three wee frocks made from pattern 378. On this one wax pattern are 3 scallop bottom edges, necks, sleeve scallops and tiny units to go between tucks or center the front on three lovely little frocks. This is Pattern No. 378 in yellow wax for inconspicuous stamping—not a cutting pattern—at 30 cents.

Or we stamp the little frocks for you on finest nainsook. The infant size like the top design is cut butterfly with the tiniest little running vine and scallops dotted above for eyeteys or solid dots, as you prefer. 22 inches long, No. 375 at 75 cents.

378 Patterns for embroidering three baby dresses and extra edges .......... 30 cents
375 Infant dress .................. 75 cents
376 Six months or year size Baby Dress .................. 85 cents
377 Third style dress .............. 85 cents

SILK BABY ROBE

Nothing can be too dainty and handsome for that new baby; a shell pink crepe silk coverlet, hand quilted in exquisite design is just his style! This one comes stamped in yellow lines that hardly show after quilting on pure silk crepe 27x40. The stamped top is No. 349 at $1.75 a lining of the same beautiful shell pink silk 349L at $1.25. If you prefer to stamp your own silk a perforated pattern of the feather ellipse size, 16x25, with the word "Baby" marked to quilt therein may be ordered as 349P for 30 cents. We make this in a perforated pattern that may be used over and over for stamping, because any one who quilts will have various uses for this lovely ellipse without the printing, to use on quilt or comfort center for a large pillow or bench pad.

349 Stamped Silk Coverlet .......... $1.75
349L Silk Lining .................... 1.25
349P Perforated Pattern .......... .30

ESKIMO BATH MIT

The bath mit of white terry cloth that can both scrub and amuse makes the most cunning Eskimo baby imaginable by simply stitching a few lines in black and appliquing his smiling tan face. On one's hand he can perform as many antics as a marionette. Materials complete, including applique face, red and black floss, and instructions are No. 669.

669 Bath mit materials complete ............ 25 cents
READY CUT QUILTS ARE QUICKLY MADE AND COST LITTLE MORE

READY-CUT quilts save you all the tedious marking of materials and endless cutting of hundreds of small pieces. The assortment comes to you complete, all of the pieces accurately cut of best quality percale, guaranteed color fast.

A detailed chart shows exactly how to sew the pieces and quickly make up the quilt.

CRAZY ANN QUILT

CRAZY ANN is one of the easiest quilts to piece, all straight seams such as can be done on the sewing machine, and yet it is highly effective. The Swastika like motive comes about .72 inches wide. This is for a quilt top about 86 inches square, composed of 16 pieced blocks, set diagonally with large plain squares. Or you may order a single block with plain matching back to make a pillow as No. 302X at 50c.

If you wish only the pattern you may get it in our patchwork book No. 631 B at 15c. This book also contains eleven other well known patchwork patterns each exact size to use.

302M Ready Cut Quilt ...........$4.00
302X Pillow Assortment .......... .50

CHERRY BASKET QUILT

CHERRY BASKET is among the most charming of old-time favorites, and this version of pieced basket with applique handle is particularly quaint. It may be developed from the pattern in any color plan, but the old-time calico prints of which we cut it, red and yellow sprigged with a fine unbleached are exactly suitable. Blocks finish 12 inches square and one ready cut may be ordered for a pillow, together with back and boxing as No. 303X at 50c.

If you have made quilts you surely appreciate what "ready cut" means. Ready cut quilts save you all the tedious marking of materials and endless cutting of hundreds of small pieces. The assortment comes to you complete, all of the pieces accurately cut of best quality percale, guaranteed color fast. A detailed chart shows exactly how to sew the pieces and quickly make up the quilt.

Ready cut material for the whole quilt top to finish about 90 inches square includes all pieces for 25 patchwork blocks, the plain alternate squares and yellow print border 3 inches wide. This is order No. 303M at $4.50. Instructions and diagram of complete quilt are included. Should you want the pattern only, it is in our patchwork pattern book No. 631 C at 15c. This book also contains eleven other well known quilt patterns.

303M Ready Cut Quilt ..........$4.50

THE PINE TREE QUILT

A MORE chaste and charming quilt than the Pine Tree, all in green and white, would indeed be hard to find. The blocks themselves are large, finishing about 15½ inches square which means 2 1/2 inches on the diagonal which is the way they set together for a quilt.

We select finest, fast color percales,
IF LOOKING FOR UNUSUAL PIECED QUILTS—HERE THEY ARE!

A BEAUTIFUL TULIP QUILT

THE tulip is simple to do and is attractive in yellow, orange, and green or rose and orchid with green on a white ground. It sets together like a diamond paneled window with white blocks and colored squares. Patterns only 20 cents.

This requires 20 blocks 10½x19, and 8½ yards assorted colors. We can supply this material in eighty square percales, choice of colors, $3.00.

554 Cutting Patterns Quilt ...... $ .30
554M Percale 8½ yards .......... 3.00

AN IRIS QUILT IS UNIQUE

THIS lovely iris makes up into a block about 14x17, so only 13 pieced blocks are used for the quilt. The blocks can be used to make a quilt or for the popular boxed pillows.

Our percales are 80 square, which means 80 threads to the inch. This of course is very fine and firm, and fast colors, of course.

This quilt finishes 70x85 inches without border and requires 7¾ yards, six assorted colors. We can supply:

556 Pattern .................. $ .20
556M Percale, 7½ yards ....... 2.70

MAKE A ROSE QUILT—OR PILLOW

THIS order includes cutting patterns of all parts and instructions for making. These patterns piece a plump little rose in two values of pink with a yellow center, green leaves and applique stem. This stem curves over the alternating white blocks. Each block is 12½ square and the quilt finishes 80x88. Patterns only 20 cents.

It requires 8½ yards of five assorted colors. We can supply this cut in proper colors, postpaid.

555M Percale, all colors ...... $8.00
555 Quilt Cutting Patterns .. ................... 20

TWO OTHER QUILTS

WE HAVE two other quilts made with patterns that are not shown here. One is the wild rose which sets together with alternate blocks diagonally. It is a dainty block in two tones of pink with yellow center. It is number 201 and the cutting patterns will be sent for 20 cents. Seven and a half yards of best percale to make, in proper colors is 201M at $2.60.

The sunflower quilt is handsome, made of all pieced blocks set straight with the edges into a rich allover pattern. It is number 202 at 20 cents. Eight and a half yards of percale to make in proper colors is number 202M at $3.00.

201 Wild Rose Quilt Pattern ............... 20 cents
202 Sunflower Quilt Pattern .............. 20 cents
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A QUILT TO REMEMBER THE GOOD OLD DAYS DOWN ON THE FARM

FARM LIFE QUILT

A NOTHER delightful group of quilt block designs, each fitting into a square, portrays farm scenes, the buildings, the animals, fowls, family, and even a scarecrow, with an owl and a grandfather frog on the final block for farm music. The group of 25 patterns in wax form with a cutting pattern of the rail fence included is No. 403 at 50 cents. Or the 25 blocks, each nine inches square, stamped on fine muslin is No. 403S at $1.00. Thread assortment to embroider them all in gay naturalistic colors, 15 skeins is No. 403T at 50 cents.

An 8½-yard quilt assortment with blue, green, peach, rose or orchid for the alternate blocks, white and brown for the fence and binding in all fast color finest percale is order No. 403M, scoring color, at $3.00 postpaid. Sweating for lining, soft quality unbleached size 81x90 may be ordered at $1.25 as order No. 403L.

The six fowls would be 403F and the six animals 403A as shown in the side sketches, either set stamped on muslin for 25 cents. Or we can make you a perforated pattern of any one design that might be used on pillows, curtain borders, crib spread or any place where you wished to repeat it at 20 cents each. A perforated quilting pattern showing the horn of plenty, to use on the plain blocks, is No. 280 at 25 cents.

403S 25 Stamped blocks .......... $ .50
403T Assortment of thread ....... $ .50
403M Assortment of Material ... $ .00
403L Lining for quilt .......... 1.25
403A Six stamped Animals ..... $ .25
403F Six stamped Fowls ........ $ .25
280 Pattern Quilting .......... 20 cents

SPINNING WHEEL

A NOTHER ready-to-give or to keep number is the little model spinning wheel which we think is quite a discovery for the colonial fireplace or any place where early American bric-a-brac is being used. It stands ten inches high, of antique finish wood, and it will treadle like a real wheel. This may be ordered as No. 768 postpaid to any address for $1.50.

768 Model Spinning Wheel.... $1.50

RUNNING VINE

FOR THE lattice strips between quilt blocks or for a border that must be only two and one-half inches wide we offer a simple little quilting pattern called the running vine. Its graceful curves quickly fill in such spaces as you often have in connection with the more elaborate designs. Perforated on heavy bond paper that may be used over and over again, order No. 351 at 20 cents.

351 Running Vine Pattern 20 cents
DAISY PATTERNS OR QUILT MATERIALS—WE HAVE THEM

DAISY CORNER

A PERFORATED pattern of proper quality may be placed wherever one wishes it, stamped, replaced and re-stamped a great number of times. The daisy corner is not a large pattern, only nine inches along its longer side.

yet by combining it with itself it may be used on nine-inch squares or 12-inch squares as shown in the sketch, or repeated for a six-inch border with interesting corners. Perforated on tough bond paper, the Daisy Corner is No. 350, the price 25 cents.

350 Perforated Daisy Pattern 25 cents
206 Box Stamping Wax 25 cents

EMBROIDERED FLOWER GARDEN QUILT

NOTHING makes a more intriguing set of embroidered quilt blocks than flowers, so we have chosen 25 flower garden favorites and had them artistically designed so each balances into a perfect square. They in no way compare with cheap, amateurial drawings where some are scant and spindly and other blocks crowded and ugly. Each design in our series is so well spaced that it could be used alone on a pillow or repeated for a curtain border.

Twenty-five stamped blocks 9 inches square on white or ecru tint gingham of finest quality, are No. 401S at $1.00. These alternate with 24 plain blocks of blue or any color to make a quilt top about 65 inches square. A nine-inch border, pieced or plain, brings the quilt size up to about 81 inches square or if you prefer a quilt longer than wide add wider plain color strips at the ends. A wax pattern for all 25 blocks and cutting design for picket fence border is No. 401T at 50 cents. Sixteen skeins of boilproof six-strand in the colors used is 401T, at 50 cents. The model quilt was ecru, blue and green with white for the fence pickets. Yardage assortment to use with a pattern. 7 yards in these four colors 401M at $2.45. We charge 75 cents additional for stamping the 25 flowers on your material and $1.00 additional for stamping the 24 alternate blocks with the four flowers quilting design. This is perforated pattern No. 259, 25 cents, a lovely design for nine-inch squares.

401 Wax pattern of quilt .... $ .50
401S 25 Stamped blocks ....... 1.00
401T Assortment of thread ....... .50
401M Assortment of materials ........ 2.45
259 Perforated quilting pattern ........ .25

QUILT PATCH PACKET—ENOUGH
COLORS FOR A QUILT

THIS package will solve your quilt material problem if you want an assortment of bright prints to piece. We buy all the new cuttings from several large manufacturers of high quality dresses and in this way are able to give you this assortment at a fraction of the original cost per yard.

These are the season's bright new prints and all of soft firm weave. There is a selected variety of patterns and all are absolutely color-fast. Each packet includes one exact cutting pattern of a popular quilt design and contains enough assorted materials to cut the needed print portions of an average quilt. Of course some larger quilts require two packages.

If you send for a trial packet you will be ordering more.

371 Quilt Patch Packet ....... 30 cents
THESE QUILT DESIGNS ARE ORIGINAL AND DIFFERENT

THE HONEYMOON COTTAGE

PATCHWORK has nothing to do with cross-patches, but as Mrs. Wiggs used to say, it is "keepin' the peace and doin' away with scraps." You'll love to do something pieced for the treasure chest, maybe several quilts that will be cherished for a generation or maybe just a precious "patchedy" pillow to start with.

The Honeymoon Cottage has a quaint old-fashioned charm that will appeal to all lovers of a squat, broad-eaved, little home with wide, hospitable doorway and fireplace. It is delightfully made in two color combinations using a harmonizing print for the lawn. The materials used are white muslin, the colored materials are a fine grade of fade proof gingham. The print is of very good quality also. A block is simple to piece and when finished, measures about 12 by 13 inches. Twenty of the blocks set together with four-inch strips and six-inch border, make a quilt about 84 by 90 inches.

One block makes a clever pillow or stool top. A stool can be made at home by smoothly padding a board or shallow box and using wooden door stops, brass hooks, or large knobs, for legs. The edge finish for such a stool is a headed ruffle of green or any other color used in the pieced top.

222 Material for Quilt ........... $2.95
231 Material for Pillow Top .......... $1.50
239 Cutting Pattern and Instructions for Honeymoon .......... $.25
233 Material for Stool Top, at .......... $.45

BEAUTIFUL PANSY APPLIQUE AND QUILTED QUILT

NUMBER 660 is an applique pattern using that gentle flower favorite, the pansy, conventionalized somewhat to form a center border which is really just twelve blocks, each 12 inches square. This is surely reducing the number of blocks in a quilt to a minimum, yet their close position on the quilt gives the effect of generous, even prodigal profusion. A cutting pattern with instructions and dimensions may be ordered as number 660.

This quilt is developed in the triad scheme — two tones of orchid, two of orange, and a soft green which also makes the center square, an outer band and binding with the remainder of white. The size of the finished quilt is 72 by 84 inches. Material assortment used in the original was 4½ yards of white, 2½ yards of green, and 1½ yard each of the four other colors. We can supply this as number 660A in a fine weave, fast-color percale, or the colors and white of the original in the softest of sheer satine as number 660B.

The quilting patterns used in making up this beautiful quilt come separately. The center feather circle is 18 inches across and is in wax transfer form. This is number 252. The other quilting patterns are all perforated on durable paper and may be used over and over again.

660 Cutting Pattern Pansy Quilt ........... $ .20
660A 8½ yards Assorted Percale .......... $3.00
660B 8½ yards Fine Satin .......... $5.00
344 Ostrich Plume Pattern .......... $ .50
252 Wax Transfer Feather Circle .......... .20
254 Pineapple Perforated .......... .25
206 Box Stamping Wax .......... .25
278 Feather Band .......... .20

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quilt</td>
<td>$2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pillow Top</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutting Pattern</td>
<td>$.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stool Top</td>
<td>$.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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A CHARMING NOSEGAY QUILT

WE HAVE offered many quilt patterns, but never have we shown a gayer one than the Nosegay quilt. Cutting patterns and wax transfers of the Nosegay quilt are number 595, 20 cents, complete. If you choose, you may carry out the lacy nosegay effect by using white embroidery material. The embroidery or lace holder for the nosegay may be made in several ways. On the original quilt an eyelet embroidered about 6 inches wide was used. It takes 3 1-3 yards for the quilt, and we can furnish this at 25 cents a yard.

For a full size quilt, 80 by 84 inches, the following material is required: 9 1-6 yards high grade percale, number 595A, at $3.20, or 9 1-6 yards of finest sateen, assorted colors, number 595B, at $3.50.

595A 9 1/2 yards Best Percale $3.20
595B 9 1/2 yards Finest Sateen 5.50
595 Patterns for Applique Quilt .................. 20

TABLECLOTH AND NAPKINS

THIS charming tablecloth and napkins is known as the blue willow pattern. On white linen sheeting or white Indian Head with cross stitches of deep blue, it is perfect with blue willow or any other conventional blue and white dishes, either Chinese or otherwise. The wax pattern is for an open motif about twenty inches square which surrounds the center where flowers or a bowl of fruit may be. Six napkin corners ready to be stamped with a hot iron to your material so that every cross will show are included. The wax transfer for both the cloth and the napkins is number 654.

If you prefer it ready to work, choose number 654C which is for a tablecloth 54 inches square on heavy white Indian Head. Large napkins torn 13 1/2 inches square are stamped and are order number 654N. While this design will generally be embroidered in blue, it can also be done in dull rose tones very effectively.

654 Wax Transfer Pattern
for Cloth and 4 Napkins $ .25
654C Stamped Tablecloth, 54
inches square .......................... 1.00
654N Napkins, 13 1/2 inches
square, each ............................. .15

THE TRUMPET VINE QUILT

THE Trumpet Vine is number 661. This is a very unusual design and makes up beautifully as you can see by the illustration. If you want the pattern only, order number 661 at 20 cents. Material for a pillow top or one block 13 inches square with pattern included may be ordered as number 661A at 40 cents. Eight and one-third yards of material for the quilt top including the three colors and also white together with the Trumpet Vine pattern are number 661B at $2.90.

These old-fashioned chintz print calicos are good quality, bought as "vat dye" but we do not guarantee them as fast color.

As you will need a quilting pattern to use on the alternate plain white blocks, we have made up a design, 661C at 25 cents, that is exactly the right size to use with this quilt. This design is 12 inches square and comes perforated on durable paper so that it is very simple to mark the design. All you do is to use the stamping paste and the pattern can be used over and over again.

661 Pattern Trumpet Vine
Quilt ................................. $ .20
661A Material and Pattern
for Pillow ......................... .40
661B 8 1/2 yards Material and
Pattern for Quilt .............. 2.90
661C Perforated Quilting Pat-
ter .................................. .35
OUR QUILTS OF ORIGINAL DESIGN HAVE THIS NEW DISTINCTION

ORIENTAL POPPY

ONE woman said, "Before I catch the quilt fever, I'll have to see a pattern that's entirely different and stunningly beautiful!" The Oriental Poppy is in answer, and beside filling those requirements it is really quite simple to make. The pieced poppy is all straight sewing, the sort that may be run up on the sewing machine, while the bottom half of the block has two leaves and a stem that whips down by hand.

The original was gorgeous in two values of red, a flame and a scarlet, with the flower center of black, boilproof of course, and green applique.

The pattern is No. 380 at 20 cents with material for a sample block to finish about 15 inches square is No. 380X at 40 cents. For an entire quilt top, 5½ blocks long by 5 wide—or about 72x80 inches after all seams are off, you will require 9 1-3 yards. We select this for you in beautiful 80 square cambric finish material as No. 380M at $3.25—pattern included.

We can also supply this with all of the pieces ready cut as No. 380C at $4.50 postpaid.

380 Pattern poppy quilt $ .20
380X Material for block $ .40
380M Material for quilt $ 3.25
380C Ready cut quilt top $ 4.00

FOR HIM AND HER

THis is a generously sized pair of towels for "him" and "her" to use, sponsoring an idea as sanitary as

---

IRIS APPLIQUE QUILT

SOME like to piece, while others prefer applique, and then there's embroidery, but whatever your choice you should get the thrill of making a quilt.

The iris applique is assured of success because the design is so lovely, and yet it is not intricate to make. Orchid and deeper violet, two values of green, darker for the leaves and a bit of orange embroidery make the blocks. It is set together in an unusual manner with narrow strips of green and small orange squares at each intersection, alternate blocks plain to allow for fancy quilting.

The pattern is No. 369 at 20 cents. Yardage assortment for the entire top to finish into a very large top that covers the pillows well, about 78 by 97 is No. 369M at $4.00. This is 10 yards of beautiful material in six colors and includes stamping of the 25 applique blocks for placing, with cutting patterns and dimensions on all the rest.

Perforated quilting pattern of a conventional iris that spaces beautifully on the half and quarter blocks also is No. 369P at 25 cents.

If you prefer we will stamp these for you ready to quilt at $1.00 additional.

369 Pattern of Iris Applique $ .20
369M Quilt Material $ .40
369P Quilting pattern $ .25

---

380 Pattern poppy quilt $ .20
380X Material for block $ .40
380M Material for quilt $ 3.25
380C Ready cut quilt top $ 4.00

FOR HIM AND HER

THIS is a generously sized pair of towels for "him" and "her" to use, sponsoring an idea as sanitary as

---

The material is fine huck, sizes 17x30 stamped with designs, an instruction chart and six colors of floss. Hen and Rooster towels are No. 354 at 50 cents for the pair with boilfast cottons for embroidering them.

354 Pair Stamped Towels and Thread $ .50
OAK LEAF AND ACORN QUILT

There is no mistaking the Oakleaf and Acorn applique pattern. It describes itself. In old quilts the Oakleaf and Acorn was always made of dark red and green, appliqued of course to white material. This is set together with alternate blocks of white 20 inches square.

We saw an Oakleaf and Acorn quilt worked up with another color added and it was so lovely that we are making our yardage assortment that way. It has red for the center block, green leaves, and a deep ecru or light tan for the acorn cup; the background is unbleached. Material assortment number 705M is enough for a very large quilt, five blocks wide by five long. It includes 7¼ yards fine 40-inch cream muslin for the background, 1½ yards green, 1 yard ecru, 1 yard red, the 10¾ yards with pattern. The pattern alone for this quilt is number 705 and if you would like to have a perforated pattern to use in quilting the old blocks, this may be ordered as number 705P.

705-Pattern and Instructions for Oakleaf and Acorn Quilt $  .10
705M 10 ½ yds. Material for Oakleaf and Acorn Quilt in selected colors with pattern 3 .50
705P Perforated Quilting Pattern, to be used with plain blocks of Oakleaf and Acorn Quilt 3 .00

NEW PAIR OF APPLIQUE BONNET BABIES

Pattern for little Bo-Peep is number 265 and for little Boy Blue is number 264.

If you wish these chubby babies stamped on material all ready to make we can supply them stamped on a beautiful quality finest cream muslin. Each block finishes 9 inches square stamped for applique placing and the three oblique lines to each corner as shown which continue onto the alternate plain blocks by connecting with a ruler line after the blocks have been set together. Alternate blocks do not come stamped for quilting. All applique materials are included with each block in a yellow print, plain blue, flesh, and light tan, fast colors of course.

We have given the materials numbers an M; 264M is one stamped and one plain square with 4 color appliques for Boy Blue. Number 265M is a pair of 9½-inch blocks, one plain and one stamped with 4 color applique patches for Bo-Peep. We include this extra plain block each time so that you may order as many as you like to make the quilt any desired size and have the same material for setting together. The crib quilt as sketched has 4 boys and 4 girls, making the center 27 by 40 inches, to which a print border is added.

264 Pattern and Instructions for Boy Blue Quilt .................. 25 cents
265 Pattern and Instructions for Bo-Peep Quilt .................. 25 cents
264M One Stamped and One Plain Square with Four Color Appliques for Boy Blue .................. 20 cents
265M One Stamped and One Plain Square with Four Color Applique Patches for Bo-Peep .................. 20 cents
Yellow Print Matching Appliques, 36 inches wide for border, per yard .. 30 cents
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BLACK SATIN PILLOW

This pillow, number 692, has a crewel design of formal little flowers on black rayon satin, size 13 x 16 inches, with a stamped front and plain back. No. 692T supplies 6 skeins of high-luster floss in tones of green, turquoise orchid, copper and ivory for embroidering the pillow. This design would be equally charming on linen done with wool embroidery or heavy floss. The wax design, for the pillow only, is No. 692P. Designate yellow for dark material or black for a light background.

692 Stamped Black Rayon Pillow, front and back 50 cents
692T Complete Assortment Floss 25 cents
692P Black or Yellow Transfer Patterns 20 cents

GRANDMOTHER'S FLOWER GARDEN OR FRENCH BOUQUET QUILT

The colors are exquisite, each flower, or is it a flower bed, starts with a yellow center around which is a circle of six orchid hexagons. This has a row of 12 peach color pieces encircling it with light green to complete the block. These are set together with the garden paths of white into a thing of beauty. No. 326M is the assortment for all of these cut hexagons with white border to complete a large quilt. Materials are fine weave and fast color, and we always allow extra units for mistakes. An instruction sheet makes the placing of each hexagon a simple matter. No. 326X is a pillow, one block to piece for the top with plain back about 13½ inches square. If you want the design alone, this can be furnished in our quilt book, No. 631E. This book also contains cutting patterns for 11 other quilts.

326M Cut Materials for a Quilt, complete $4.00
326X Cut Materials for one Block or a Pillow with plain back .50
631E Patchwork Pattern Book with Grandmother's Flower Garden Pattern and others .15

QUILTS have taken the country by storm, then the hexagon Flower Garden, or Grandmother's Flower Garden, or the French Rose Garden—whatever your locality is calling it—well, it's a whirlwind! It's not so easy as a nine-patch to seam up, but it really is lovely enough when done to pay for all the stitches. And if you get it ready cut—all the hundreds and hundreds of little hexagons exactly alike and ready to sew, it is a pleasure!
**WEAVING ON MONK'S CLOTH**

The pillow, No. 688, is woven with wool or dyed monk's cloth ravelings. The colors, starting at the center, are violet-red, orange yellow, and green. This is placed on a background of colors in the following order: light violet-red, dark violet-red, violet, blue-violet and green-blue. The back of the cushion is monk's cloth dyed to harmonize. The front of the pillow is woven both ways of the material.

The table runner, No. 690, also shows the natural material through the center. The edge and the cross-bars are done in orange ravelings. This also makes a good design for a couch cover.

All monk's cloth is offered in natural color only, and the estimates on any special size to be used for dyeing and raveling or for other projects will be given on request. The colors and yarns for weaving are not included with any of these orders. You may wish to vary the suggested color schemes or use materials at hand so we offer the designs and background material only.

**QUILTS OF GREAT GRANDMOTHER'S TIME**

The Rose Tree, number 709, is adapted from a rare old quilt from Switzerland. Applied in red and green, the large appliqued blocks were set together with 6-inch strips between and it had a very lovely grape-vine border which is shown in this drawing as number 710. Much of the beauty of this quilt is due to the way the rose centers and leaves are cut and the edges whipped under, letting the white background show through. This is sometimes set together with alternating white blocks instead of the 6-inch wide strips. The Rose Tree is applied to 18-inch blocks. Cut pattern and full instructions for making are included in this order number 709.

The Fleur-de-Lis is another authentic old design. It has been used in both applique and as a quilting pattern. The Fleur-de-Lis may be of dark red calico, solid color and applied to 12-inch squares with plain white squares alternating with the appliqued ones. This is number 706 and curving patterns and directions are both furnished under this number.

The Rose of Sharon is one of the loveliest and oldest of applique patterns. It has always been a great favorite and seems to have had a special significance for brides. Fortunate was the bride whose dowery included a Rose of Sharon quilt, and it was frequently saved for guests of honor occasions.

There are many different versions of this design, but we think the one we are showing here is especially lovely. Pattern and instructions for this may be had as number 707.

The Grapevine design which is included with these three appliques is one of the most popular of the old patterns. It belongs to the "running vine" type of border, of which there are many and varied adaptations. The usual quilt size is 90 inches long by 81 inches wide, but they may be made to any measurement by careful estimate of the number and size of the blocks and by the addition of a border of suitable width. This border design with instructions may be ordered as number 710.

688 Monk's Cloth for Front and Back of Pillow, 12 inches square, with chart and instructions 40 cents

690 A Table-runner Length of Monk's Cloth, 48 inches, with design chart 60 cents
READY CUT QUILTS

THE Blazing Star is a glorious quilt in yellow and orange tones. Finishing with 2 two-inch strips it makes a top 80 inches wide by 92 long. Ready cut blocks, the units in white, peach and orange for 21 pieced star blocks, and also the 21 plain white squares, all ready to seam together, is No. 285 at $3.50, postpaid.

Instructions for making accompany all orders. Alternate blocks of the same fine quality white 12 inches square, each stamped with a feather circle ready for quilting is No. 285A at $1.75 for the set of 21 blocks. Without border, the quilt is right for a twin bed, or border strips in white and yellow may be ordered as No. 285B at 75 cents.

A ready-cut pillow with the blazing star as a top is No. 285C at top pieces, boxing and back at 50 cents.

A-patterned pillow with the blazing star is No. 285P at 15 cents.

IRISH CHAIN QUILT

This double Irish Chain is ready cut, in a beautiful apple green tint in fine fast color material for the body of the quilt, with white chains centered by a dark green one patterning it all over. Cut material for all of the blocks is No. 286 at $4.00. This finishes about 90 inches square and a white binding or narrow border may be used to complete.

If you want the green squares stamped for quilting with the pineapple as shown, this will be $1.00 additional as they are included plain in order number 286.

The pattern alone on the Irish Chain is No. 286P at 15 cents.

ROSE OF SHARON

ROSE OF SHARON, the "Bride's quilt" of our fore-mothers finishes 87 inches wide by 93 inches long. Nine large applique blocks and three half blocks, together with the plain white squares for quilting, and a colored scallop border make this top. Our quilt material No. 287 comes in two shades of pink, yellow, green, and white. In softest quality fine sateen, our 60c a yard grade, with all parts stamped ready to cut, material for all plain and applique blocks is No. 287 at $7.50.

No. 287X is the same order in fine fast color percale at $.00. No. 288 is the stamped scallop border in white, pink, or green sateen at $1.50, or in percale is No. 288X at 80 cents. No. 289 is stamped satin for the pillow with rose background, pink and ivory flower, front, boxing, and back 18 inches square at $1.00. In fine percale the pillow is No. 289X at 75 cents. Add $1.00 extra if you want the alternate plain squares stamped for quilting as sketched.

We can supply a large perforated pattern of the Rose of Sharon Quilt that could be used to stamp the blocks both for quilting and for placing of the appliques. This pattern can be used over and over again, and would cost 30 cents under order No. 289P. Box of stamping wax would be No. 206 at 25 cents.
FROCK TRIMS FROM TWO TO TEENS

Sister always needs a new dress or two, and while this pattern does not give cutting instructions for the dress itself, it does suggest half a dozen clever trims with wax transfer stamping patterns for all.

There is a pair of clown head pockets to be ruffled around and used on a wash smock, perhaps a red and white polka dot one; a Humpty Dumpty pocket which could perch on a wide second color facing, and a little Chinese girl who is mostly hidden behind her parasol which really is the pocket. However, her chow dog is in plain view.

The other three designs being conventional might be used on older girls' clothes, embroidered in soft wools, rope silk, or six strand. Each assures a smart touch of distinction.

The school day handkerchief corners are also included in pattern No. 306, at 20 cents, or the five handkerchiefs, each stamped on a 9-inch square of fine white muslin may be ordered separately as No. 307 for 20 cents. There's one for each school day depicting washing, ironing, mending, baking and cleaning.

REDY cut quilts save you all the tedious marking of materials and endless cutting of hundreds of small pieces. The assortment comes to you complete, all of the pieces accurately cut of best quality percale, absolutely color fast. A detailed chart shows exactly how to sew the pieces and quickly make up the quilt.

Noon-day Lily is a charming example of patchwork and applique combining to form this lovely pattern. The flower units piece; leaves and stems applique onto background and the whole sets together diagonally, so the lilies will grow up, with alternate plain blocks between.

The colors in which we are cutting this number are pink and rose combining in each flower with green leaves and white background. The blocks finish 12 inches square and you may order one ready cut block with back and boxing to make a quaint patchwork pillow as No. 300X at 50c. Or material for a quilt top to finish 85 inches square, all parts ready cut of fine fast color percale in the same dainty colors is No. 300M at $4.00. This is for 25 pieced blocks and the alternate plain white blocks for the complete quilt. Pattern only is in our patchwork booklet No. 631D, which also contains eleven other patterns at 15c for the group.

McKIM STUDIOS

DESIGNS WORTH DOING
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THE PARROT RUG OR CURTAINS

CONVENTIONAL parrots for the sunroom or for a living room, dining room or man's room are stunningly colorful. The design is separated, stencil style, into integral parts with paths of background color between, and all lines are straight which assures a thoroughly formal design. It must not be naturalistic to use for a floor rug or even on the curtains, as lifelike birds and flowers should not be walked on.

The curtains, No. 517M, are simple to make, as they are just large appliques with no edges turned back. By using a fine, firm weave cloth and chain stitching in black, close to the edge, you get a nice effect from both sides, and a curtain that wears and launders beautifully. These panels come stamped on 48-inch ecru marquisette, cut 2 yards and 6 inches long. The appliques in rose, blue, green and a bit of gold are included, so all you need is a black boil-proof floss to complete. Our order No 517M is one panel as described; 517P a design for all applique parts and placing, from which you can cut your own materials. Parrot unit for either curtain or rug is the same size, 34 inches wide by 24 inches high.

The hooked rug, No. 518, comes stamped for a large size on India burlap, cut 60x40 inches, or you may order a wax design of this as No. 518P. Rug yarn may be used for part or all if hooking this unusual design, or you may dye rags, stockings, etc. We have a regular rug hooking machine that is very practical and may be used with either rug yarn or cut strips of materials. This is No. 514. Instructions of course accompany all orders.

517M Marquisette Curtain Panel, 48 inches wide by 2 yards and 6 inches long, with appliques ..........$1.50
517P Patterns for Parrot Curtain ..............40
518 Stamped Burlap for Parrot Hooked Rug ..........1.50
518P Wax Pattern for Parrot Hooked Rug ..........40
514 Rug Hooking Machine ..........1.75

BLAZING STAR

AT SOME time of year many women feel the urge to make some sort of inventory of old clothing and rag bags. The Blazing Star rug, made of both yarn and rag pieces, is likely to bring about such an inventory, we believe. Yarn is used for the center design and for the stars in the four corners, while the background is filled in with rags pieces. The design is stamped on burlap, number 593, measuring 40 by 60 inches. Or we can furnish heavy wax transfer designs that you can use on your own materials such as sacks. We can also supply a regular rug hooking needle or machine that regulates the stitch. This is number 514. Heavy rug yarn in a wide variety of colors is available by the ounce in any quantities. We can supply estimates of the amount needed for any of our rugs and will send samples on request.

593 Stamped Burlap for Blazing Star Hooked Rug ..........$1.50
598P Wax Pattern for Blazing Star Hooked Rug ..........60

DESIGNS WORTH DOING
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THESE TULIP SHADOW APPLIQUE CURTAINS ARE VERY SMART

Pattern No. 550 furnishes wax transfers of the tulip designs used in the shadow applique, that is between layer of the white dimity which give a charmingly dainty effect in both the wide bottom hems and valances.

These are so easy to do in the first place and is simply laundered as a handkerchief. Colors are yellow, orange, and green, or pink and orchid could be substituted for another room. Full instructions for making accompany the patterns.

Bright colored appliques are needed for the tulips. We furnish them stamped on brilliant orange, green and yellow fast color percale, together with the needed three colors of thread, enough for one pair of curtains and valance at 40 cents. Order No. 550M. We can also supply crisp, small check, white dimity at 30 cents a yard. It takes about a yard for the valance. Order either pattern or materials.

550 Wax Pattern... 20 cents
550M Stamped Appliques and Thread for Pair of Curtains... 40 cents

A QUAIN T STAGE COACH TOWEL

Stagecoach designs have pranced into favor anew these days with all the romantic glamour that used to surround the real coaches when their dashing teams bowled them up before the Inn with such a flourish: What a thrill it must have been to go adventuring with a coach and four—really more exciting than embroidering I fear—but then a ride is soon over, while a dainty little towel may be treasured for years.

This is not such a little towel either, but a most usable practical size, 16 by 32 inches of a good quality huck, hemmed, and with woven borders. The towel may be had on white or in a dainty tint, fast color of course.

The careful ten-year-old girl can make the stagecoach towel, but a junior high girl, who has studied sewing, will get along even better.

297 Huck Howel, 16 by 32 inches, stamped with stagecloth design with floss and definite instructions... 25 cents
APRONS YOU WILL LOVE TO MAKE FOR GIFTS OR FOR KEEPS

MORNING GLORIES

JUST an ordinary apron would not dare present itself in this group, but the Moonvine apron is apropos. Like the sweetheart apron, it has a shoulder plan worth bragging about, an apron that both feels and looks delightful. The handwork is reverse applique; it's a double thickness front where cut out sections of the green top whip back to form white buds and blossoms most effectively. All parts ready cut or stamped of cream muslin and fine green gingham and floss in green and orange to complete come in order No. 407. Binding is not included; it takes about 8 yards of bias fold, or you can simply hem back the edges.

407 Ready-cut Apron, appliques, floss and instructions 50 cents

SWEETHEART APRON

MAN may work to earn money to get food for strength to work to earn money, but a woman must appear attractive while working to prepare the food, budget the money, and maintain the strength of the man who works to earn—etc. This may not be a sociological fundamental but it is a secret worth knowing. House frocks may be as dainty and becoming as dress-up duds, and really a man is as apt to romance for a rose sprigged apron as for a formal by moonlight.

One of our group is christened the "Sweetheart Apron"; it is made of five heart shapes, counting the pockets, comes ready cut of soft, adorable pink print which is fast color of course, and another reason, you will keep that sweetheart disposition while wearing it, as it fits to perfection and can't slip off the shoulders! Size may be adjusted by the placing of the "artery" through which the strings tie at the back. Cut materials for the sweetheart apron which you may quickly hem or bind and sew together may be ordered as No. 404. You will want to make half a dozen like it.

404 Ready-cut Sweetheart Apron, fast color material 50 cents

FOR BABY'S BATH

SPECIAL apron for a special use is the enveloping one for baby's bath. It's really just an enormous soft bath towel with a bit of cutting to fit it around about, and what comes off the top cleverly sews back for strings and neck-strap. Flesh pink and pale blue with a bit of boilproof black stitching make an adorable applique, completing an apron that makes a wonderful layette gift, because the young mamma can wear it from the first time she holds the wee one for his bath, using it to wrap and protect him from tiny draughts, until he is a big splashing young walrus in the family tub and mother needs the protection! Extra heavy turkish towel, 22 by 44 inches, all cut for the apron, with appliques and instructions is order No. 408.

408 Ready-cut Apron, 22 by 44 inches, with appliques and instructions 80 cents

FUDGE ALA APPLIQUE

THE fudge receipt apron should be introduced early in this article because early in life is when the sweet young things will gurgle their vocabulary of collegiate adjectives all over it. We'll admit it is a sharp idea, two china print teacups form the pockets, one saying "Syrup" and the other "Milk"! three overlapping cups, an applique only, say "sugar," there is "butter" on a gold colored egg, three squares of chocolate and, a teaspoon embroidered to remind you of the vanilla. All are added together with little "plus" signs, then an "equal" and the word "Fudge." The apron itself is cut from firm art quality toweling, so it has selvedges both sides. Appliques, stamped apron and brown floss for embroidery, are all included in Order No. 406.

406 Ready-cut Apron, appliques, floss and instructions 50 cents
FOUR SMART APRONS

No. 102 is a wax transfer for the designs used on the four smart aprons shown. It includes (1) a comical clown applique with white face, hands and feet and polka dot suit, (2) nosegays in two sizes to embroider in various dainty colors, (3) a bird cage pocket with a cunning applique bird to put under the one-stitch bars of his cage, and (4) a peasant design for gay color embroidery on the bodice top of the Bulgarian with a bottom border design.

Cutting designs for the aprons themselves are not included, but they are suggested of simplest cut, or the designs themselves may be applied to any favorite well fitting pattern. All are distinctive and original, a group that with their instructions will assure many clever aprons for bazaar, prizes, gifts or for your own pleasure.

The clown apron is also furnished in material as No. 102A, which includes a large colorfast bandana with the appliques, string belt and instructions to complete. Materials for the rest of the group, excepting the Bulgarian one, are not offered as they are well adapted to remnants or left over lengths. No. 102 is also included with this material.

An apron handsome enough to wear for dress-up and not for protection at all is the one of Bulgarian peasant type. It is ready-cut and stamped on a brilliant poppy red cambric, fast color of course, to embroider rather richly in black and white. You really should have one, even if for rainy days only, it's so gay and distinguished looking, yet as practical as the drabbest of gingham dare be. It's 36 inches across, the bodice top is double to assure its standing up properly and also being neat back of so much embroidery. Strings are ample for a full bow. A skein of black and white floss comes with the red Bulgarian apron No. 741. Instructions are included with all orders.

A DUTCH APRON AND CAP

The apron and cap set illustrated here is made from an excellent quality of cream-colored muslin and bound all around with pretty, fast color blue. The only work necessary to complete the set is to embroider the mill on the cap with blue, and embroider and applique the quaint Dutch lovers. The lassie's blue skirt forms a pocket, while the lad — for admiration only — wears bright red trousers and cap. Designs for placing applique and embroidery are stamped on apron.

The cap is of generous size and is made without elastic or draw strings. It irons perfectly flat. It is to be adjusted to the most becoming proportions for the wearer by a band which continues from the front. This may be fastened at the back of the neck in the manner one likes best.

The apron is 36 inches wide, or medium size. This width permits it to come well over the hips. It is fashioned with a wide bodice-like top which gives a trim look and again accentuates the Dutch influence.

234 Ready-made Apron with Appliques and Floss to Decorate, at ........... 75 cents
235 Ready-made Matching Cap at .................. 25 cents
DAINTY BRIDGE OR PARTY FAVORS—SMART AND EASILY MADE

MENDING JACK AND A WINDOW-PIN CUSHION

When beginner's luck strikes, and the person not a bridge devotee is winner (or makes a very low score, perhaps), it might be quite nice to have "Mending Jack" to offer. Jack is quite in keeping with the bridge idea, but of more general use. His arms and legs are made up of a total of 16 spoons of mending floss for hosiery, in an assortment of popular colors. Bright red felt cap and tunic are embroidered in a few black and gold stitches, and the head and garments are double. Jack will bear close inspection and will reap due admiration. Stamped materials, floss, instructions and the 16 spoons of thread may be ordered as No. 720.

In the window pin cushion order is a piece of dark blue felt, for the pin cushion itself, green for a window box, bits of gay color for the posies, and floss to complete. There are two flowers each using red and orange felt and one center flower from light blue. The markings into window panes are done with six strand bobbin and one center bow with light box, bits of gay color for the posies, and flack bow with red and orange flower and flax bow.

Measurements and design, blue bias binding, and 5 colors of floss to complete it are all included in Order No. 717.

Sets of durable little tea coasters which save damp table-tops or covers when cold glasses are served will surely find a welcome. We have had foundation octagons made of bookbinders' board and the dull enamel cloth in quaint patterns is easily cut to fit, one piece exact for top and edge thickness, another for the bottom. These delightfully useful little coasters are most inexpensive. Order No. 719 includes all materials, except glue, and instructions for four.

When afternoon or evening guests are expected, finger towels are as logical as they are smart, and three or six on the workroom towel rod are a decorative convenience. They are only 9 by 14 inches, and each comes stamped with a neat initial design as No. 695. The towels come unfinished at the edges, so tiny side hems with half-inch end hems are to be run by hand. If you do not care for any particular initial we can stamp your towels with an attractive flower basket design. Order No. 696 is Linen Finger Towels. 9 by 14 inches, in maize, pink and jade. They come stamped with any initial desired, set of three.

LINEN GUEST TOWELS

Three finger towels of linen in lovely tints of maize, pink and jade comprise the next gift set. When afternoon or evening guests are expected, finger towels are as logical as they are smart, and three or six on the workroom towel rod are a decorative convenience. They are only 9 by 14 inches, and each comes stamped with a neat flower initial to be worked in all white or in one of the contrasting hues, as green on peach, peach on orchid, and orchid on green. The conventionalized flowers used are different for each initial, and a flower whose name begins with the letter specified forms a circle design about that letter as: A is circled with an apple-blossom design, B with a butter-cup, C with a calla lily, and the like. This set of three linen towels is available, stamped with any initial design as No. 695. The towels come unfinished at the edges, so tiny side hems with half-inch end hems are to be run by hand.

If you do not care for any particular initial we can stamp your towels with an attractive flower basket design. Order No. 696 is Linen Finger Towels. 9 by 14 inches, in maize, pink and jade. They come stamped with any initial desired, set of three.

A WEDGWOOD DESIGN

"WEDGWOOD" we call this extremely smart apron, very dainty in cut and color. This comes ready cut of beautiful sky blue material, stamped with conventional fruit motifs. These outline stitch in old ivory and have a filled-in background of darker blue running stitch which gives a charmingly showy effect. The cut is also clever; just a lovely practical apron that you'll tie on in a second and feel quite dressed up for work. The order is No. 405 and includes boilproof floss in the two correct shades to complete the embroidery, ready cut apron and instructions.

405 Ready-cut Apron, with floss and complete instructions 50 cents

720 Mending Jack. Stamped materials, pattern and 16 spoons of mending floss which comprise his arms and legs 50 cents

415 Felt Materials and Instructions to complete 25 cents

BRIDGE KEEPER AND COASTERS

The Bridge Keeper lies away flat in a drawer, and what praise it will rate, with its swank cross-stitch soldier watching the bridge! The material is a heavy, cream-color, cross-stitch cloth.

717 Materials and Pattern complete for Bridge Keeper 75 cents

719 Set of four Coasters to be made, including octagon shape bookbinders' board, with enamel cloth to cover 50 cents

THE BRIDGE KEEPER
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OFFERING TOYS FOR THE FAMILY'S YOUNGER MEMBERS

for the toy which will be 10 by 12½ inches, comes with bright red floss for blanket-stitching. Stuffing is not included.

CLOWN DOOR STOP

THE clown door stop is the jolliest little fellow to stand by and hold open a troublesome door that simply won't stay put on its hinges! He's so amusing that you will want him standing by some door, even if he's just for show. Calico clowns would be excellent things for boys as well as girls to make, and we warn you that if you give your own away, you'll surely want to make another one to keep.

Package No. 196 includes stamped hat, head and hands, red and black floss, the suit and ruffling materials in crisp

MAUD THE MULE AND ELEPHANTS-ON

FROM the animal realm comes Maud the Mule, stamped on best quality wool felt (which means no edges to turn in or ravel). She is ten inches long by six inches high, except for the ears, so constructed as to stand firmly on her four shapely hoofs—and high in the affection of her young owner! She might be made of material you have on hand (flannel or a wash print), for which there is a pattern.

"Elephants-on" is a toy recommended for its sanitation, a clean, plump elephant, with a design of more elephants on his spongeable oilcloth hide. Mothers enjoy this washable skin on a toy that is sure to go with a little child for a nap; and the elephant may be used as a pillow as well as a playfellow. It is to be blanket-stitched around with bright red floss, and for stuffing use kapok, cotton or worn-out hose that have been cut in shreds.

703 A Mule, comes stamped on wool felt, and will be 10 inches long by 6 inches high, except for ears, when finished. For the wool felt and complete instructions send 50 cents

704 A sanitary Toy Elephant for the wee one, is stamped on oilcloth which has an elephant design. The material

bright prints with definite instructions which insure the making to be very simple.

196 Materials and Instructions complete for making the Clown Door Stop ........... 25 cents

AND now for the little girl of the family. Even though it is not Christmas, a new dolly is certainly in order. Quite sophisticated is Fanchon. She is a girl dolly for children a bit older; and dolls of her type and complexion even go to college where each sprawls lackadaisically in a college girl's smart bed room. Fanchon is stamped on cream art cloth with hand-tinted face. Her shoes are cleverly patterned as a continuation of the legs, no extra piece, and yet they have good form and soles. Her hair is golden French curls (orange yarn loops, to be very truthful). The abbreviated frock is oil-cloth of the same bright orange hue, with cream collar, panties, and polka dots. Fanchon stands 12 inches tall when completed and how you will adore her!

702 Materials complete for Fanchon the French Doll .................... 40 cents

FANCHON THE DOLL

price 25 cents

DESIGNS WORTH DOING
OILCLOTH NOVELTIES CAN BE VERY INTERESTING

The particular laundry bag shown has two unusual features: its coat-hanger arrangement allows for swinging on the closet rod (rather than that it should occupy wall space or pop into view on the inside of a closed door), and, with snaps across the bottom, it may be emptied in an instant. The bag is of fabric-like oilcloth with an opening slit, as in the illustration. Stamped oilcloth for the bag is 17 inches wide by 22 inches long, with black bias tape binding and black silhouettes of a chubby baby laundress and her wash, to be appliqued. Instructions for assembling the bag are included with the materials.-handler arrangement allows for

usual accessory, in fact, we have never seen one like it before, but you’ve surely needed it and will appreciate it promptly. A slip-on cover for that round box of salt which would be so convenient right on the gas stove or for that can of scouring powder which looks so bad but acts so good in the bathroom. All materials are included in No. 341. When unsightly necessities can become the most attractive spots of a room without surrendering their quality of usefulness one of the larger aims of art is achieved—to add beauty to use.

THE ZODIAC HOOKED RUGS

For the room the busy housewife sees best, her kitchen, we offer the holders and cover as bits of color which add both cheer and convenience. A new pocket for the ever needed lifters is built up in landscape form and comes equipped with two padded holders, a sun and moon it seems, anyway one is orange and one yellow, matching the button-like flowers that bloom from blue stems on the green oilcloth foreground.

right on to the hanger with one’s raincoat, and it is so convenient that perhaps it will seem practicable for each member of the family to have one! Of gay red oilcloth, 7 inches wide by 23 inches long, it has two proper pockets, is bound with black double fold, and has a funny silhouette to applique. All materials and instructions are included.

THE PARTICULAR LAUNDRY BAG

THe particular laundry bag shown has two unusual features; its coat-hanger arrangement allows for swinging on the closet rod (rather than that it should occupy wall space or pop into view on the inside of a closed door), and, with snaps across the bottom, it may be emptied in an instant. The bag is of fabric-like oilcloth with an opening slit, as in the illustration. Stamped oilcloth for the bag is 17 inches wide by 22 inches long, with black bias tape binding and black silhouettes of a chubby baby laundress and her wash, to be appliqued. Instructions for assembling the bag are included with the materials.

PRACTICAL LITTLE KITCHEN ACCESSORIES

FOR the room the busy housewife sees best, her kitchen, we offer the holders and cover as bits of color which add both cheer and convenience. A new pocket for the ever needed lifters is built up in landscape form and comes equipped with two padded holders, a sun and moon it seems, anyway one is orange and one yellow, matching the button-like flowers that bloom from blue stems on the green oilcloth foreground.

The matching number is a more un-

THE ZODIAC HOOKED RUGS

We have another very interesting hooked rug to offer, the Almanac Rug which had for its inspiration those conventional figures so charmingly used in the days of Poor Richard. All of the twelve signs of the zodiac are included in a 34-inch circle. It hooks in three colors, black, parchment shade and any third color of your choice. The wax design for this rug is number 713; the design stamped on burlap ready to hook is number 713. Of course complete instructions for hooking come with each order.

518 Stamped Burlap for the Zodiac Rug 1.50
713P Wax Pattern for the Zodiac Hooked Rug .40
514 Rug Hooking Machine (simple to use) 1.75
Rug Wool by the Ounce, any color .20

UMBRELLA AND RUBBER RACK

HALF an hour to make and many minutes saved on rainy mornings will be the record of the umbrella oilcloth bag pictured here. This personal umbrella and rubber case fits

THE ZODIAC HOOKED RUGS

We have another very interesting hooked rug to offer, the Almanac Rug which had for its inspiration those conventional figures so charmingly used in the days of Poor Richard. All of the twelve signs of the zodiac are included in a 34-inch circle. It hooks in three colors, black, parchment shade and any third color of your choice. The wax design for this rug is number 713; the design stamped on burlap ready to hook is number 713. Of course complete instructions for hooking come with each order.

518 Stamped Burlap for the Zodiac Rug 1.50
713P Wax Pattern for the Zodiac Hooked Rug .40
514 Rug Hooking Machine (simple to use) 1.75
Rug Wool by the Ounce, any color .20

UMBRELLA AND RUBBER RACK

HALF an hour to make and many minutes saved on rainy mornings will be the record of the umbrella oilcloth bag pictured here. This personal umbrella and rubber case fits
TRY THESE NUMBERS ON YOUR GIFT LIST

CANNIBAL CLOTHES BAG

The Cannibal King clothespin bag is quite the handiest thing for its purpose that we have seen yet. His mouth is convenient size to reach in for the pin you are just ready to use or return and the bag sliding along the line is right exactly where you want it, on a better level really than a clothes pin apron. You see this bag is made to fit a wooden clothes hanger, cut down to 12 inches across, or any other slat with a screw hook in it to hook over the clothes line, always where you are working. The Cannibal King is embroidered in black and white, with applique gold crown and earrings. His mouth is round with red bias fold to make it strong for the duty it has to do. The bag itself, 12x18, is of heavy tan art cloth; order complete with colored floss and appliques, No. 342.

COLORED FELT IS USED

The modern closet is orderly, colorful and compact, a beautiful file arranged for clothes protection and convenience. Walls can be painted in a washable glaze, covered with washable paper, or papered with gay oilcloth. Shelves may be treated like wise.

Shoes line up in military array on a low shelf, or for better care, there are the drawer-pull shoe cabinets which come in sections to use vertically on the floor or horizontally on a shelf. Hangers, of course, must swing from a rod, whether of the humble pole variety or elaborate metal bars that move out into the room for easier scrutiny of the clothes array. Hats may be stored in the band boxes of their advent or kept on stands under cover of glazed tarleton or glass cloth.

Non-slip hangers are imperative for silky garments. We suggest covering the wooden dime-store hanger with wool felt which clings to even the slickest of gowns. Pastel tones in heaviest felt for a set of three would make a welcome gift or bridge prize, especially if tied together with a perky bow of ribbon. The felt is an assortment of three tints, can be had with instructions for covering your own hangers as No. 723. And felt, with no edges to bind, saves time in the making.

Felt shoe tips, cotton stuffed, are smart to tuck into dainty slippers between wearings and help them retain their shape. These are offered in old gold with blue felt for the flower decoration as No. 727.

723 Felt and Instructions for Covering Three Hangers
724 Felt and Instructions for Making Shoe Tips 25 cents

AFGHAN AND PILLOW

Wool is soft, beautiful materials with which to work because they are chockered in an incredibly short time so that even the making of an afghan which is done in small squares is ideal for pick-up work.

Tan, brown and cream shades, with here and there a square of scarlet or navy, make a lovely combination, especially when bordered with a strong outer band of the blue. Thirty-two blocks of each of the five colors, 160 in all, make a large coverlet which will add a glow of color and comfort to sun-room, library, living-room, or bedroom. An instruction chart for making the afghan is shown and yarns in any special hues may be ordered.

Instructions for crocheting the lovely Rainbow Pillow are also included in order No. 716. Starting with a circle and made with the simplest single stitch, it works round, then into a fan shape, finishing about 23 inches long by 14 inches high. Midnight blue to match the afghan border might be used for the body of the pillow; or black is handsome, and a dozen hues are blended in the rainbow. These shade from orchid through violet, blue, turquoise, greens, yellow, and orange to red. If you would like to have a lovely complete yarn assortment with instructions for making the Rainbow pillow, this is No. 715.

105 Pair Pillow Cases, 36 inches cloth 80 cents
105P Wax Pattern for Pillow Case Design 1.5 cents
LUNCH SET AND TALLIES TO MATCH

At a recent gift-shop convention we found some adorable cat and puppy tallies and score pads, regulation card paper, of course, but looking like chintz calico. We offer the assorted tallies as No. 721T for a group of four and the score pad as No. 721S. One shrinks to suggest that gentlemen be bridge hounds, and the ladies pussies, but tallies are tallies, their stories to tell!

From the winsome design of these novelties, appliques are adapted in vat dye (which means fast color) chintz print, for a bridge luncheon cloth. It is 36 inches square, of heavy white linen, to be bound in yellow print with appliqued pets of yellow and pink, cloth, binding, applications, three colors of floss and 36 inch square are included in order No. 722. Napkins have no design, but are to be bound in the yellow chintz. If you wish four napkins, as well as the lunch cloth, order No. 722X for the complete group.

721T Four Tallys, assorted Dog and Cat $ .15
721S Score Pad, Dog or cat .15
722 Lunch Cloth, Chintz Dog and Cat appliques and border, with floss .80
722X Lunch Cloth, as above listed, with four Napkins and chintz and floss for napkin borders 1.00

A FLASHING TIGER’S HEAD

This tapistry square is a tiger’s head done in bright colors. It comes stamped on open weave scrim with a color chart showing exactly which colors go where. There aren’t many colors at that, tawny orange, black, white, tiger’s eye yellow, a bit of green for jungle background around his ears and a red mouth. All of these colors in sufficient amounts to work the whole solidly in six strand are included in order No. 308 with the stamped canvas. As a framed picture for the boy’s room, or man’s pillow with black around as shown, nothing could be more stunningly colorful.

It is really fun to fill in with the long stitches of colors that quickly weave the pattern of this very naturalistic tiger’s head.

If you wish to use this as a framed tile, we offer a specially made frame of ebonized moulding one inch wide with glass, backing and hangers as No. 308M. This size is 9 inches square and makes a finish worthy of this clever little thread sketch which is so very striking when framed this way under glass.

308 Stamped Canvas for Tiger’s Head, with necessary colors of thread to work together with chart and instructions, complete $ .50
308M Nine-inch Glass Frame, black moulding, back and hangers 1.50

WORLD TRAVELER DOLLLIES

Here is a series that the little girl of “cut-out-and-make” age will enjoy. That extends from her first pair of scissors on up into the time when designing new costumes is the thrill.

There are more than a dozen dollsies, boys and girls from Holland, Sweden, The Balkans, The Orient and the Arctic Circle. All are beautifully drawn, winsome world-wide children with costumes and equipment of their lands. They come to you printed in two colors on ivory post card stock, ready to cut out and play with, or to use in school or Sunday school projects where authentically costumed dolls would work in educationally. Girls will add many costumes to the limited wardrobes included, enjoying the fun and learning design from many lands while making them.

Set of six cards, each size 5½ by 8, may be ordered as No. 345.

One of the dolly patterns is shown on the opposite page. The other five are all different and each is a world of fun to make and to keep.

345 Set of Colored Cards of Dollies $ 1.00

ANIMAL ALPHABET

These initials are designed to use as embroidery patterns on things for children, on pockets, rompers, napkins, pillowcases or any other place for which the size would be correct. Each letter is grouped with an animal or bird of that initial.

There are more than a dozen dollies, boys and girls from Holland, Sweden, The Balkans, The Orient and the Arctic Circle. All are beautifully drawn, winsome world-wide children with costumes and equipment of their lands. They come to you printed in two colors on ivory post card stock, ready to cut out and play with, or to use in school or Sunday school projects where authentically costumed dolls would work in educationally. Girls will add many costumes to the limited wardrobes included, enjoying the fun and learning design from many lands while making them.

Set of six cards, each size 5½ by 8, may be ordered as No. 345.

One of the dolly patterns is shown on the opposite page. The other five are all different and each is a world of fun to make and to keep.

345 Set of Colored Cards of Dollies $ 1.00

ANIMAL ALPHABET

3R3

These initials are designed to use as embroidery patterns on things for children, on pockets, rompers, napkins, pillowcases or any other place for which the size would be correct. Each letter is grouped with an animal or bird of that initial.

There are more than a dozen dollies, boys and girls from Holland, Sweden, The Balkans, The Orient and the Arctic Circle. All are beautifully drawn, winsome world-wide children with costumes and equipment of their lands. They come to you printed in two colors on ivory post card stock, ready to cut out and play with, or to use in school or Sunday school projects where authentically costumed dolls would work in educationally. Girls will add many costumes to the limited wardrobes included, enjoying the fun and learning design from many lands while making them.

Set of six cards, each size 5½ by 8, may be ordered as No. 345.

One of the dolly patterns is shown on the opposite page. The other five are all different and each is a world of fun to make and to keep.

345 Set of Colored Cards of Dollies $ 1.00

ANIMAL ALPHABET

3R3
CHARMING DOLLIES FROM JAPAN

Put handle of umbrella through slits marked by girl's hand

Cut along heavy lines on each side of handle

Paste a sheet of stiff paper on back of this page before you start to cut

Tie a thread through holes marked on lantern and fasten to end of a toothpick or tiny twig. Then slip through slits marked on boy

With a sharp knife cut around wig to show face

Fold here

Fold here

Fold here
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Ready Cut Quilts

All the pieces of a quilt accurately cut of best material ready for you to sew.

Original Quilt Designs

We offer many new and different quilt patterns such as "The Honeymoon Cottage," "Iris," "Butterfly," etc.

Genuine Patchwork

You can take choice of eight booklets, each containing 12 cutting patterns.

101 Patchwork Patterns


Applique, Pieced, Quilted, or Embroidered Quilts

There is a wide choice of patterns and kinds of quilts. All are interesting.

Perforated Patterns

Some are really distinctive. Hours of time can be saved and you can get accurate stamping by using these patterns.

WE ARE CONVENIENT HEADQUARTERS FOR QUILTS

It is our ideal to offer you the widest choice of quilt designs and to be able to supply you anything you may wish in the quilt line. Our patterns are never copied from any other line; they are either original designs or if authentic old-time patchwork they are adapted to practical use.

YARDAGE MATERIAL OFFERED

CALICO PRINTS

We have a line of old-fashioned Little Jane Chintz, sprig print calico in colors that are ideal for quilt making. This is 36 inches wide and var dyed which insures color holding under ordinary conditions. The backgrounds are of one color with the print figures of a variety of colors. We can furnish this authentic old-fashioned line of patterns in red, light and dark yellow, turquoise, pink and green. Price is 30 cents a yard, postpaid.

FINE GINGHAMS

Our gingham are fast color, cambric finish, soft texture and full 80 square count. It comes in a beautiful line of plain colors including light green, dark green, light blue, medium blue, light lavender, darker lavender, pink, rose, coral tint, lemon, gold, apricot, orange, ecru, black or white. It is 36 inches wide. Price 35 cents a yard, postpaid.

SOFTEST QUALITY SATIN

For the making of the highest grade quilts, we offer baby skin texture terry cloth, fast color and in exquisite shades. It is 36 inches wide. This works up and quilts beautifully and is the ideal fine quilt material. Price 60 cents a yard, postpaid. Colors include ivory, white, yellow, orange, orchid, violet, rose pink, deep rose, jade green and sky blue.

PLAN TO MAKE ONE OR MORE OF THESE LOVELY QUILTS

They will be treasured for years to come.
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EVERY ONE WILL BE CHARMED WITH THESE UNUSUAL BLOCKS

AN ALL OVER patterning of all pieced blocks results in the richest and most interesting-quilt top imaginable. And here is a brand new, especially designed block that sets together in a really exquisite patchwork.

Please don't say it's too much work— it does take 49 blocks and 11 half blocks, but that isn't so bad when your design is all straight sewing such as may be run up on the machine with no awkward corners to fit in. After you piece one or two blocks they sew together without having to attend closely, so piecing becomes a sociable craft once again.

This quilt may be developed in any color scheme you choose for your room, but we suggest and supply, ivory background, green, brown and gold. Blocks finish 11 inches square, 13 inches on the diagonal which makes the complete top about 75x90. The pattern with instructions is No. 381 at 20 cents. An assortment of material in the above colors of finest fast color tones to make the complete top with pattern included is No. 381M at $3.25. Or if you want us to do the tedious half of making this quilt top we will cut it all out and send you the ready-cut packet, helpfully assembled with definite instructions as No. 381C at $4.50.

381 Pattern for Acorn quilt...$ .20
381M Material and pattern.... 3.25
381C Ready cut Acorn quilt.... 4.50

THE ACORN QUILT

DRESDEN FLOWERS

SEVENTY-ONE little embroidered squares set together in a definite plan, alternating with plain ones to make a pattern which crosses itself in diagonal lines of flowers, centering every large square with a flower-wreath block, is suggested here in finest Butychine.

Two color schemes are suggested—rose, pink, orchid, sky blue and green being one favorite, while coral, apricot, yellow, turquoise and green is another. In the first instance alternate blocks may be pink, orchid or blue, while yellow or green is recommended with the second grouping. A set of 71 blocks, the correct number of each design, stamped on ivory white buty-chine is order No. 361M at $2.50. For 72 alternate color blocks all cut exactly 6 inches square of matching buty-chine in any tint order No. 361B at $2.00.

An assortment of embroidery threads is 361T-1 or 361T-2 for the first or second color scheme as given above, 17 skeins for 50 cents. Or a perforated pattern of the three blocks which you may use numerous times on your own materials is 361P at only 40 cents. The quilt center pieces 66x78 less seams, so you may want a border, for which we can supply any amount of buty-chine at the rate of 60 cents per yard.

$2.50

361M 72 stamped blocks

361B 72 plain blocks $2.00

361T-1 1st Thread assortment .50

361T-2 2d Thread assortment .50

361P Perforated pattern .40
NO MORE TEDIOUS MARKING OF QUILTS IN OLD-FASHIONED WAY

Stamp Them Quickly by Using These Perforated Patterns!

PERFORATED QUILTING PATTERNS

MARKING a quilt for quilting is more nearly like an artist's job than any step in the making of a quilt. On pieced blocks straight lines, which follow the seams of the patchwork or cross into checkerboard or diamond effects, are usually best. On the alternate plain blocks or strips and on borders the quilting may be as ornate as desired.

We have adapted some of the old-time favorite designs in addition to originating new patterns, to fit other space plans. These come on a special tough but transparent paper, the design perforated so that it may be used over and over with stamping paste.

HOW TO STAMP

TO USE our paste, wet a piece of cotton lightly with benzine or naphtha, then rub over the paste until the cotton shows color. Place your perforated pattern over your material, smooth side of the pattern up. Hold pattern firmly in place and rub lightly over the design with your cotton. Be careful not to get your cotton too wet. After you have finished using the pattern, pour some benzine freely on a piece of cotton and clean pattern through the perforations thoroughly. This paste will not smear like a pencil or powder but does not remove easily. If stamped lightly the thread should cover it. If you practice first on scrap material you can soon judge how damp to have the cotton, how little paste will transfer, and then there will be no mistakes.

STAMPING PASTE

WE SUPPLY black or yellow stamping paste under number 206 at 25c postpaid. This box of paste is very effective to use in stamping and there is enough of it to last for many stampings. Please state color wanted.

206 Box .................................. 25 cents

Note: The actual size of each perforated pattern is given. It can be used on a much larger block.

295 Butterfly—11 inches 25 cents

320 Horn of Plenty—9 inches ........ 25 cents

328 President's Wreath—18 inches ........ 25 cents

359 Plumed Swastika (for 18-inch block) .......... 80 cents

296 Wedding Ring Special........... 25c

259 Special Perforated Pattern for 9-inch Block 25 cents

PATTERNS small enough to use in a nine-inch block are hard to get, but this design is ideally adapted to that space.
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### MAPLE LEAF

About 3 1/2 inches across, may be used to fill in corners in connection with larger patterns of four on a block. The shell will make a charming border repeat. It is 3 1/2 x 3 1/2, just right for many places in marking out a quilt. Thistle is the largest, a 4 1/2-inch square that is beautiful for corners, between scallops, for a border, or centered four on a square.

**330 Maple Leaf, Shell and Thistle**
- 30 cents

### SPIDER WEB

The Spider Web makes a very attractive quilting pattern. By using a perforated pattern it is possible to stamp this exactly true in a moment's time.

**262 12-Inch Perforated Pattern of Spider Web**
- 25 cents

### THE ANCHOR

The Anchor makes a very attractive quilting block and by using our perforated pattern it is no trouble at all to stamp it on your blocks.

**262 12-Inch Perforated Pattern—Anchor Block**
- 25 cents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>250 Maple Leaf</td>
<td>3 1/2 inches across, may be used to fill in corners</td>
<td>30 cents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>251 Feather Circle</td>
<td>2 1/2-inch square for borders</td>
<td>20 cents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>253 Harp Pattern</td>
<td>14 inches exact-use on blocks up to</td>
<td>20 cents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>254 Peacock Fan for Borders</td>
<td>17 inches</td>
<td>30 cents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>255 Peacock Fan</td>
<td>20 cents</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256 Feather Circle</td>
<td>10 or 14 inches—state size wanted</td>
<td>25 cents</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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GIFT MAKING IS A PLEASURE DONE FROM THESE DESIGNS

LILY PILLOW CASES

REVERSE applique is the method employed in making these smart pillow cases. That simply means that the color facing, with its embroidered leaves and flower centers, has slashes cut which turn under and whip back to show oval of white—the pond lily petals. Unless you have seen this simply done trick, you've no idea how effective it is. Pillow slips come of 40 or 42-inch tubing with stamped color facings in orchid, or peach and embroidery floss in green and copper for leaves and French knot centers. This is order No. 653 at $1.00 the pair, best materials of course. A matching sheet may be ordered as 653S at $7.50, or the wax pattern of the three to use on your own materials, or on aprons or bathroom curtains as No. 653P at 25 cents. Instructions with any order.

653 Pair of Pillow Cases $1.00
653S Matching Sheet 1.50
653P Wax Pattern of Set .25

LIP STICK HANDKERCHIEF

CINDERELLA may hang out her laundry by day and go a dancing in the evening, so another gift suggestion is the very new lip-stick handkerchief. We've had powder puff handkies, and the circle of crimson on ivory and a bit of orchid build up on the jet black ground. Material is highest quality wool felt and a pair of metal book-ends are included in No. 602 at $1.00 for the pair. The scarf No. 601 is cut 16 inches wide by 36 inches long, together with 5 colors of felt for the appliques at $1.25. There are no edges to ravel or turn in felt work, just a bit of edge stitching or you may just glue swatches in place.

601 Felt scarf and appliques $1.25
602 Pair felt covered book ends 1.00

BABY BIRTH CARDS

TO BEGIN with his majesty, the Baby, may be too young to appreciate such smart little announcements, but his—or her—friends will realize what a modern young person has arrived when they receive this card. Mr. Stork is an aeroplane, and a parachute lowers the baby. On the opposite page of the inside fold it says "Cargo weighed "Consigned as " and here you write the chosen name. "To" and the parents name fills in here of course, with the date. These come printed on a lovely white stock that will take water color, for a bit of hand tinting if you like. However, they are perfectly all right uncolored, with matching envelopes at 25 cents for six, order No. 379. If you want more, simply order two, three, or more sets. We can have them hand tinted for you at 5 cents per card in any quantity or 10 cents for one sample.

374 Material for Handkerchief 30 cents

BOOK ENDS OF FELT

THE inexperienced needleworker, or the very busy woman always welcome handwork offerings in felt, as they are most easily and quickly assembled. Felt may be extremely smart, too, as are these poster-like numbers where green and red and orange with

379 Set Six Announcement Cards and Envelopes 25 cents

SATIN ROSE PUFF

HERE is a novelty easy to make, colorful, and much appreciated by the lucky girl who gets it. It is a bag—and a pillow—a frilly silken rose in which to tuck a nightie or pajamas during the day, assuring your bag the plumpness of a pillow!

387 All Materials for Rose Puff 60 cents
DESCRIPTIVE SILHOUETTES FRAMED IN BLACK AND GOLD

These pictures come to you handsomely printed and framed in a quality way under glass. Nothing makes a more acceptable gift.

A Stitch in Time
No. FM62
Size 6x8
Price $1.00

The New Bonnet
No. DM56
Size 7x4
Price 75c

Saturday Night
No. FM46
Size 6x8
Price $1.00

Sunday Morning
No. FM22
Size 6x8
Price $1.00

No. DM49—Size 7x4—Price 75 Cents
No. DM55—Size 7x4—Price 75 Cents
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FRAMED SILHOUETTES MAKE MOST ACCEPTABLE GIFTS

A DASHING SPANISH PAIR

SILHOUETTES are liked for boxes, baskets, portfolios or to frame for smart little pictures on the wall. Here is a romantic new pair, especially designed in the Spanish manner. The size is 6 by 8. They come printed in jet ink on a vellum stock paper. Number is 248 at 25 cents the pair. Best quality wood frames complete with glass are number 650 at $2.25 per pair.

248 Pair Printed Silhouettes .......................... 25 cents

COLONIAL SILHOUETTES

THIS gift suggestion is an exclusive pair of old-fashioned silhouettes. A delicate aura of lace and flowers adds much softness of outline to the glossy black little figures. Paper size is 6 by 8, a beautiful vellum stock, by the way. They are No. 649, inexpensive yet charming for framing or mounting on boxes or wall panels. Black oval frames may be ordered as No. 650. These are high-grade frames of wood and composition with glass, back and hanger.

649 Pair of Silhouettes, printed, complete, pair ........... $ .25
650 Black Oval Frames, pair 2.25

CHARMING LITTLE ELFINS

ELFIN silhouettes are number 249. They're a delicately patterned pair printed in jet black on quality vellum paper, suitable either for framing or mounting on project boxes, waste baskets, etc. Frames number 650 as described above fit this pair.

249 Elfin Silhouettes, printed, per pair ................. 25 cents
THREAD PICTURES HAVE A CHARMING GLOW OF COLOR

"HOLLAND MILL" and "Holland Bridge" are two charming new thread pictures. These come stamped on cross stitch scrim to finish 8 inches square. There are an accompanying print with colors and stitch directions all marked, complete 10-color thread assortment and the stamped scrim in each order.

The tapestries may either be framed or centered on pillows, a tray or bag. A specially made frame of ebonized molding one inch wide with glass, backing and hang- ers may be ordered as No. 281 at $1.50.

242 Dutch Boats, Thread and Stamped Canvas......$ .50
243 Dutch Mill, etc. ..................... .50
281 Black Wooden Frame ......1.50

MOUNT VERNON

MOUNT VERNON, beloved shrine of all Americans, is here presented in a formally charming poster that is also thoroughly fascinating to make. Stamped on cross stitch scrim which regulates the length of one's stitches, it is impossible, well, improbable, at least, to go wrong in embroiderying the picture. Stamped picture, embroidery cotton and complete instructions are No. 670X at 60 cents. Excellent black frame 9 by 12, heavy mat cut to fit the 6 by 9 center, glass and backing may be ordered as No. 671X at $1.65.

670X Complete Materials ......$ .60
671X 9x12 Frame and Mat .... 1.65
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A HOOKED RUG IS WELL WORTH THE MAKING

THUNDER-BIRD HOOKED RUG

FOR a man's room, for mountain cabin, or any place rather Indian, the Thunder-bird hooked rug will be suitably charming.

Our direction chart suggests several color schemes along with the hooking instructions. Stamped on India burlap to finish 34x24, Thunder-bird rug is No. 358 at $1.00, or a heavy wax pattern to stamp on your own material is 358P at 40 cents. Of course the buffalo and Indian in the sketch are only shades of the past, not really part of the rug at all.

358 Stamped on Burlap ........ $1.00
358P Heavy Wax Transfer .... .40
514 Rug Hooking Machine .... 1.75

RUSSIAN CHAIR SET

IN THESE charming sets the colors suggested are peasant red, blue, orange and black, material a monk's cloth that looks hand woven. Stamped chair set is No. 411C at 50 cents for three pieces; davenport set, the same except it is a five-piece set, using arms and three pieces to fit your three sectioned back, 411D at 85 cents. Embroidery floss and instructions chart included with either order. Two chair sets and a davenport five piece, to complete for a three piece living room suite may be ordered special as 411X at $1.50. These are beautiful materials and boilproof embroidery threads are included.

411C Stamped Chair Set ........ $ .50
411D Davenport Set ............ .85
411X Eleven Piece Set .......... 1.50

INDIAN LUNCH SET

THE crude signs one tribe uses for the sun and the mountain make a decorative little spot on each napkin in apple green and peach tint appliques, while the same is elaborated with the rain cloud symbol on the lunch cloth.

409 Stamped lunch cloth and four napkins with appliques and floss .......... 80 cents

NOSEGAY OR SKYLINE

COLOR facings are the basis of these two smart pillow slips. You can order 40-inch tubing with facings and floss or the colored borders only.

368 Pair of Nosegay Cases .... $ 1.00
368B Pair of Nosegay Borders .25
367 Pair of Skyline Cases ......... 1.00
367B Pair of Skyline Borders .25
BIG FOLKS—LITTLE FOLKS—ALL WILL ENJOY THIS FURNITURE

MODERN WOODMAN PILLOW

The emblem pillows which a man enjoys are not always artistic enough to suit the woman's taste, but in this Woodman pillow we have secured something high class and really beautiful. A shield of white wool felt about 6x7 inches cut to show red felt and green satin through the cut parts. Red and white chain stitch make a richness of embroidery for the circling lines of the cross cut log. The whole on a heavy, beautifully colored green satin pillow 14x18 is most effective.

VALLEY LILY LINENS

The daintiest of spring blossoms, lilies of the valley, are here used to decorate linens for the bedroom. Stitches are the good old stand-by sort that any needlworker can do—a buttonhole or satin stitch for scallops, the same with outline for the pattern. For a single scarf or pair of pillow cases, or for a whole ensemble of boudoir linens, this pattern would be a happy choice.

Pillow cases stamped on 40- or 42-inch tubing of excellent quality are No. 353A at $1.00 a pair—or a wax pattern 353A-P for 20 cents. The vanity set on finest white linen is 353B at 40 cents or a pattern 353B-P for 20 cents. A dresser scarf, with selvedge edges, stamped to scallop only at the ends is also of beautiful fine linen, 20 inches wide by 45 inches long, No. 353 at 60 cents. A scarf pattern would be the same as that used on the pillow slips, 353A-P.

DOLLY FOLKS FURNITURE

Six full rooms of furnishings, almost fifty articles, comprise the set. There is a dining room suite of dropleaf table, buffet, tea cart, half a dozen chairs, including one armed host chair and a high chair for baby. The library has a grandfather's clock, desk type table, book cases, a charming fire-place, three easy chairs, a stool, daybed and end table. Living or music room, kitchen, bedroom, and nursery are equally furnished, and every single piece from piano to coal bucket makes up as cunning as can be.

This set comes printed on 20 sheets of tough, heavy weight paper which scores and creases well, stands firmly and glues into mighty sturdy little furniture. Each sheet is about 7 by 9 inches. All pieces finish in proportion, the table is about 1 1/2 inches high, the bed 3 3/4 inches long, etc.

Hand tinting with paint or crayons adds considerably to the beauty of this set which is primed in black only. General directions for cutting, scoring, folding and gluing into shape are included in each order. The entire set will be sent as number 247 at 40 cents. A 16-color wax crayon set for this or other projects is number 648 at 15 cents.

247 Complete Six-room Set of Paper Doll Furniture...... 40 cents
648 16-color Set of Wax Crayons...... 15 cents
CHEERFUL NEW CURTAINS BRIGHTEN UP THE ENTIRE HOME

IVY CURTAINS

A POT of twining ivy silhouetted against a window was the inspiration for this design, and really, it is a happy thought. Fine, plain gingham in two values of green makes the combination of appliqué and stitches is pleasing.

Number 600 consists of two pairs of wax transfers of the ivy curtain. Number 600A is a pair of sash curtains, one yard length, stamped on crisp white dimity with appliqué and thread to complete. Number 600B is the same in full two-yard lengths.

600 Two pairs Transfers .................. $ .20
600A One yard length Curtains with Appliqué and Thread, pair ...................... 1.00
600B Pair of two-yard length Curtains, Appliqués and Thread, per pair ......... 1.60

FOR THE BATHROOM WINDOW

A DISTINCTIVE curtain is number 667, which had for its inspiration an ultra smart idea. Once we saw a real aquarium built into a lovely luminous window, and so here is a similar effect on a white marquisette curtain with a crisp organdy sea. Shadow appliqué is made by stitching the designed units without turning seams between a filmy curtain and its wide hem, so that the light shows through the whole.

667 1 Yard Marquisette Curtain with organdy hem and appliques ............... 80 cents
667P Wax Pattern ....................... 20 cents

GERANIUM CURTAINS ADD CHEER TO ANY ROOM

THis design is for curtains only, but such clever curtains as they are! Any kitchen that can accommodate a note of geranium red — and what kitchen can not—should welcome these cheery blooming plants against the windows. Leaves and organdy facing are green with blue pots and a black finishing line.

The pattern provides 3 pots to a sash curtain, or you might prefer 2 on each side in pairs. One might be used for a glass door. In any case there are plenty as the pattern number 559 provides 9 transfers and instructions for 25 cents. They measure 8 by 9½ inches each. These designs can be had stamped on excellent quality crisp white material, in 1-½ yard lengths as number 559B for $1.00 a pair, or on full length (2 yards) at $1.60 per pair postpaid. Both orders include thread to work.

559 Wax Patterns ........................ $ .25
559B Sash Curtains, per pair 1.00
559C Two Yard Curtains, per pair .......... 1.60
559T 9 skeins Thread ..................... .50
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OILCLOTH, SILK OR SATEEN—ALL ARE SMART IF SMARTLY DONE

SWANKY OIL CLOTH PILLOWS

NUMBER 609 is a large pillow of unusual shape, of black oilcloth posies and leaves. The posies come from a basket of ivory, laced through black. The stems are green wool chain-stitch, and the ball centers of the flowers are of wool yarn. All materials, including gay felt binding, are included in order number 609, at 50 cents.

The oblong pillow, number 610, 50 cents, also includes front, back, felt binding, all color swatches, and instructions. This includes everything but the stuffing for the pillows, and that is excelsior. Even paper, torn and wadded, makes suitable filling, as these colorful pillows are for sheer swank and gayery; not even the cat could bury himself on their slippery sides! But a group of these, a center basket pillow flanked by two oblongs, makes a spot that draws both attention and admiration.

HAY you noticed that clever, conventional animals have come to a place in home decoration? Our group of three pillows presents a camel, giraffe, and elephant, primly conventionalized to fit the 10-inch squares of satin. There is a quilted background on each, while the outlining of the figures may be braided, embroidered, cone-embroidered in plastic, or simply quilted, all equally effective.

A MONOGRAMMED PILLOW FOR MEN

Pillows are always in order, especially if they are as distinctive as our black monogrammed pillow number 106X. This is made of excellent quality black sateen, 18 inches square, and we not only furnish the front and back of the pillow but we also supply any two letters that you may request stamped on red felt. In this way you can make up a very smart and most individual gift, because nothing is more truly personal than a specially monogrammed article. It is only the work of an hour to complete this. Be sure to say just what two initials.

QUILTED PILLOWS

Order No. 572 includes the group of three, fronts, backs, and edge boxing material of satin-radiant, a high luster silk and rayon cloth. Colors are red, gold, and green stamped with the camel, elephant, and giraffe, the group of three complete at 75 cents postpaid. Box pillows filled with kapok for the tops described—slightly under 10 inches square, may be ordered as 573A for 30c.

612 Oil Cloth Material and Instructions for Measuring Molly .......... 30 cents
613 Twine Pocket Holder Materials, complete........ 20 cents
THESE GIFTS ARE OFFERED BECAUSE THEY ARE DIFFERENT

MANDY LEE BILL HOOK

Here is the handiest item for the kitchen you could buy. It's attractive too with its gaily decorated turbaned mammy. No. 622, $1 each.

M622 Completely made and boxed Bill Hook .......................... $1.00

RAIN SHIELD CLEANER AND CAMEL AUTO DRY WASH CLOTH

When it rains or snows, simply reach in a pocket of the car for this magic cloth, wipe it once or twice across the windshield and it will remain clear and clean for four hours, when this operation can be again repeated with the same results. Lasts until its worn out, dust does not affect it. One of our best selling gifts attractively boxed for presentation, 85 cents, No. M1407.

CRYST-L-PLACKS Special Complete Home Workers Set

This is a new art picture craft process, easy to do and finishing into beautiful mounted pictures. Cryst-L-Placks are as shiny as genuine Crystal and positively unbreakable. Each processed picture is reproduced on special handmade imported paper. Anyone can make up these attractive placks by using the materials furnished in this assortment. You simply attach one of the prints on the mounting board using a special compound and then place the crystal over this and complete the edges with a black binding substance.

Each home worker's outfit is complete and contains: one finished Cryst-L-Plack to serve as a model, 3 crystal face sheets, 3 mounting blocks, 3 color prints, 1 can black compound, 1 can clear compound, hangers, back papers, a special tool for making and instructions. This is No. 901, price complete, $2.00.

901 Complete Home Workers Outfit ...................................... $2.00

ASH your car without water— it can be done better than with water. Camel Auto Dry Wash Cloth, specially woven South Sea Island Fabric, absolutely greaseless, treated before and after weaving with harmless vegetable waxes. Washes a motor car, Duco or Varnish finish without water, good for 25 washes. Takes but a second to thoroughly clean mud spattered car, used by thousands of dealers to keep demonstrator cars free from mud and tar. No water, no sponges, no chamois, no liquids required— saves two hours times and $50.00 worth of garage washes. Only $1.00 in attractive gift box with directions, Number M1659.

M1407 Windshield Rain-Snow Cleaner .................................. $1.00

M1659 Camel Auto Dry Wash Cloth ....................................... 1.00

KIDDIELAND STAMP COLLECTION

In this assortment there are three hundred stamps both foreign and domestic, all different. A collection made especially for boys and girls who are beginning the fascinating business of collecting stamps.

902 Assortment three hundred stamps .................. 70 cents
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NOVELTY COOKIE CUTTERS</th>
<th>MARBLEHEAD SEA FLAME</th>
<th>LABEL PACKET</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>FOR Bridge Parties and Afternoon Teas, etc</strong>. With these sandwich or cookie cutters you can entertain &quot;in a different way.&quot; Fine for cookies and tarts, too. An excellent bridge prize, No. M542, at $1.00 per set.</td>
<td><strong>MARBLEHEAD Sea Flame.</strong> It is the original colored flame powder on the market that makes your fireplace flames look like the rainbow and that fills your room with a pleasing and delicate odor of the pine forest. &quot;As Modern Priscilla Proving Plant says, &quot;Unlike other so-called colored flame products, Marblehead Sea Flame Lasts for Hours at a Time.&quot; It is a true product of the Sea, made with ingredients taken from the Ocean. No. M1365, at $1.00 a box.</td>
<td><strong>WITH this order you receive a large, brightly colored bridge pad and seven helpful household books of labels. One book is filled with gum labels neatly printed with the words, &quot;Pears,&quot; &quot;Corn,&quot; &quot;Strawberry,&quot; etc., in fact everything one would 'put up'; another contains handy parcel post labels to be used on the various packages you send through the mails; another is a booklet of ownership labels to be used on magazines or anything you wish to place your name on so it will be returned to you. The fourth booklet is filled with book labels for your books; the fifth music markers for your records, rolls for the piano or sheet music; then there is a booklet of household labels and the seventh is a pad for recording telephone calls.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE GAY PARROT SHADE PULLS</strong></td>
<td><strong>BRIDGE TABLE NUMBERS</strong></td>
<td><strong>SUNDAY SUPPER SUGGESTIONS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Gay Parrot Shade Pulls may be appropriately used in sun parlor, nursery, or any room where a bit of color is desired. They are hand decorated, and are hung by silk cords. No. M4931, at 85 cents per pair.</td>
<td><strong>BRIDGE Table Numbers in a new form complete with program and score pencils attached by silk cord. Durably made of oxidized brass. They &quot;snap&quot; on the table. Another exclusive item that out sells any other form of bridge numbers on the market. $1.00 set of four in gift box.</strong></td>
<td><strong>THIS is an attractive gift set, comprised of seven separate items all placed in one gift box which is wrapped with cellophane. Recipes make a unique and appealing gift to send either to the home-maker or hostess. Each gaily colored gift envelope contains 15 or more new tested recipe cards with verse on envelope. There are five envelopes in all as follows: Candy, Salad Dressings, Sandwiches, Summer Salads and Winter Salads. Each box contains a white bone- lemon fork for picnics, olives, etc. Sunday Supper Suggestions is a practical book containing 52 supper menus with 156 new Tea Room recipes.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SILK RIBBON TAPE MEASURE</strong></td>
<td><strong>MENUS AND RECIPES OR LABELS AND PADS</strong></td>
<td><strong>MARBLEHEAD GENUINE OCEAN BATH SALTS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A BRAND new highest grade colorful dainty accessory for Milady's sewing kit, No. M828, at 25 cents each.</td>
<td><strong>TWO interesting gift collections for a bride's shower or for the established housekeeper come daintily boxed, all ready to give or to use. Fancy covered boxes, 10x12, contain a generous assortment of packets in gay colors and gold that look mighty attractive at a glance and that prove delightfully helpful when used.</strong></td>
<td><strong>ONE DOZEN &quot;Ocean Wave&quot; packages so each box in cellophane of lovely colors. Not to be compared with commercial bath salts as this item is made entirely of salt of a tested health nature actually extracted from the Ocean. Only $1.00 a box, six for $5.00.</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THESE GIFT ITEMS ARE EASILY AND VERY QUICKLY MADE

FELT APPLIQUE PET PILLOWS

These pet pillows—Polly, Pussy, and the Pup—would almost brighten a lonely corner in the dormitory on no-date night. They are cunning little companions of black, white and red felt on blue satin box pillows, all put together with a piping strip of red felt. Complete materials for making are in each order and they are made with a minimum of effort.

Number 626A is the Polly, Number 626B the Cat, and 626C, the Pup. The group of three pillows is number 626D.

APPLIQUE TOWELS

These towels are very charming and at the same time are so easily made that a ten-year-old could do them. We supply fast color print borders to hem on the generously sized huck towels and matching this facing with identical spots: Japanese lanterns on one and a parasol on the other. A bit of black embroidery rapidly completes a gift suitable for a bridal shower, or for your own bathroom. These are number 606X, a clever pair of towels 16 by 30 inches as described, including floss and appliques.

606X Pair Towels, Appliques and Floss $0.50

THREE DUCKY BIBS

These three ducky bibs for breakfast, lunch, and dinner need only a few inches of embroidery in black and orange to complete them into something useful yet welcome. They are stamped on heavy, cream colored muslin, ready to bind all around with yellow bias fold which we supply. The binding makes yellow ties at back of neck. The bibs measure approximately eight inches wide, and from front of the neck, nine inches deep.

299 Includes the Set of Three Stamped Bibs, Floss, Bias and Instructions to complete, at $0.30

PHONE BOOK COVER

An extremely poster-like number is 579, a phone book cover of black with flower designs in gay but harmonizing tones of yellow, orange and jade green. A heavy black oilcloth that gives the appearance of patent leather is to be decorated with brilliant glue-on appliques of the above mentioned colors. Matching floss is included to blanket stitch top and bottom edges together with complete instructions for making into a mighty clever cover for the telephone book.

Size 579A at 40 cents is for the city directory and is about 9 by 11 inches. Number 579B at 30 cents fits a book 6½ by 9½ inches, usually used in smaller towns.

Either could be cut down to fit other sized books, if these are not the regulation sizes used in your locality, as the design part does not continue to the edge any way.

579A Cover and Appliques 40 cents
579B Cover and Appliques 30 cents

ICE BOX BAGS

These three ducky bibs for breakfast, lunch, and dinner need only a few inches of embroidery in black and orange to complete them into something useful yet welcome. They are stamped on heavy, cream colored muslin, ready to bind all around with yellow bias fold which we supply. The binding makes yellow ties at back of neck. The bibs measure approximately eight inches wide, and from front of the neck, nine inches deep.

299 Includes the Set of Three Stamped Bibs, Floss, Bias and Instructions to complete, at $0.30

PHONE BOOK COVER

An extremely poster-like number is 579, a phone book cover of black with flower designs in gay but harmonizing tones of yellow, orange and jade green. A heavy black oilcloth that gives the appearance of patent leather is to be decorated with brilliant glue-on appliques of the above mentioned colors. Matching floss is included to blanket stitch top and bottom edges together with complete instructions for making into a mighty clever cover for the telephone book.

Size 579A at 40 cents is for the city directory and is about 9 by 11 inches. Number 579B at 30 cents fits a book 6½ by 9½ inches, usually used in smaller towns.

Either could be cut down to fit other sized books, if these are not the regulation sizes used in your locality, as the design part does not continue to the edge any way.

579A Cover and Appliques 40 cents
579B Cover and Appliques 30 cents

ICE BOX BAGS

These ice box bags are the thing for keeping them and we are offering the two bags already cut and stamped with designs and letters so that they can be made and embroidered with very little effort.

The celery bag is cut to finish 6x14 and the one for lettuce 10x10. The two colors of embroidery thread and green material to face the backs included with stamped muslin in order No. 618 at 25 cents for the two.

618 Stamped Bags, pair $0.25
BOOKPLATES FOR GIFTS OR KEEPS—ONLY A DOLLAR A HUNDRED

Our books deserve that most individual of markers, a personal bookplate. It not only enhances the beauty of your books but when they stray, the bookplate is there as a constant reminder that they belong to you and should be returned. These plates are on India tint, cover-stock paper which takes water color tinting very nicely. They are 3½ by 4½ inches and are ungummed. What more charming gift than a set of bookplates upon which you have handpainted a splash of color.

Bookplates are printed in lots of one hundred of any one design with any name on them for $1.00 postpaid. Additional lots of 100 are the same price. They may also be had at $1.00 a 100 plain.

100 Bookplates with any
Name Printed .................. $1.00

No. 643—Castle Book Plate
No. 236—Dream Cottage Book Plate
No. 679—Children's Book Plate
No. 642—Viking Ship Book Plate
Clever Design, Good Material Make This Outstanding Line

Turtle Doorstop and Froggy Pillow

This is Mr. Frog! He is a cunning, chubby sort of creature, not at all reptilian, but just a wise-eyed froggy pillow to set on the floor, a shelf or a chair arm as a sort of mascot. He comes stamped on jade green and light yellow oilcloth materials with yellow, black and white floss included to fix him up according to directions as No. 244 at 50 cents complete. The body is about 10 inches square with short arms and long jointed legs in proportion. These oilcloth toys or pillows are easily made, being mostly a process of blanket stitching edges together.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Olleloth and Thread for Frog Pillow</th>
<th>50 cents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>244 Olleloth and Thread for Frog Pillow</td>
<td>50 cents</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hand Painted "Beautilities"

At the fall "Gift and Art Show" we found a pair of lovely containers that most successfully disguise two rather unlovely kitchen and bathroom necessities. One is the "Lux Pitcher" which makes smart and handy a box of soap flakes, and the other a shaker container for the ever present can of scouring powder.

Spots are always appearing on the enamelware, but if one possesses a hand painted Hollyhock can of cleanser it is a dainty matter to shake it at them and then leave the cleanser proudly in view on a shelf. This container opens at the bottom to allow for inserting a standard size can with an overlapping ring at the top to hold it firmly in place. Background is pale green lacquer, with gay little enamel hollyhocks in tones of rose, yellow, green and a bit of black painted on by hand. The order number is 770 and the price $1.10 postpaid.

The Lux Pitcher, too, is a real inspiration in convenience. Designed to hold that tippy little box of soap flakes which we demand at hand for the overnight sudsing, it is as useful as it is artistic.

Also of metal, lacquered Nile Green with a similar grouping of hollyhocks at $1.10 postpaid.

| Metal container for soap flakes box, lacquered and hand painted, postpaid | $1.10 |
| Box for cleanser, enameled and handpainted, postpaid | 1.10 |

Dainty Coverlet

Dainty coverlet for the child’s bed is a favorite project for designers and needleworkers. This new one of Mistress Mary is unusually attractive with its applique, lace frills, garden of posies that are really little wool balls which tack through the quilt, and quilted corners of "silver bells and cockle shells."

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ball of yarn</th>
<th>40 cents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>578 Stamped Coverlet</td>
<td>80 cents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>578T Ball of Yarn</td>
<td>40 cents</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MORE NEW PATCHWORK PATTERNS

The success of the first four booklets has been so widespread we are now offering four additional quilt booklets. Each of these books of 16 pages, 7½ x 10 inches in size and printed in two colors, has 12 exact cutting patterns of various popular quilts.

**Book No. 631A**
- Square and Compass
- Double T.
- Greek Cross
- Jacob’s Ladder
- Rob-Peter and Pay Paul
- Dove in the Window
- Eight-Pointed Star
- Wedding Ring
- Maple Leaf
- Grandmother’s Fan
- Wild Goose Chase
- Skyrocket

**Book No. 631B**
- Bear’s Paw
- Crazy Ann
- Weather vane
- Rose Applique
- The V Block
- Pine Tree
- Drunkard’s Path
- Swastika
- Pieced Star
- Lafayette Orange Peel
- Old Maid’s Puzzle
- French Star
- Album

**Book No. 631C**
- Goose Tracks
- Cherry Basket
- Crossed Canoes
- Spider Web
- Monkey Wrench
- Dutchman’s Puzzle
- Honey Bee
- Merry Go Round
- House on the Hill
- Baby Blocks
- Churn Dash
- Blazing Star
- Wind Mill

**Book No. 631D**
- Rising Sun
- Milky Way
- Birds’ Nest
- Cross and Crown
- Noon Day Lily
- Pin Wheels
- Order No. 11
- Ocean Wave
- Rambler
- Hollyhock Wreath
- Windblown Square
- Lone Star

**Book No. 631E**
- Shoo Fly
- Grandmother’s Flower Garden or the French Bouquet
- Basket of Oranges
- Pineapple
- Feather Edge Star
- Beautiful Star
- Wrench
- Clay’s Choice
- Strawberry
- Flower Pot
- Broken Dishes
- Arabic Lattice
- Indian Hatcher

**Book No. 631F**
- Sunbeam
- Mill Wheel
- Corn and Beans
- Fruit Basket
- Aster, or Friendship Ring
- Seven Stars
- Zig-Zag
- Fish Block
- Tulip Applique
- Little Beech Tree
- Mexican Star
- Log Cabin
- Road to Oklahoma

**Book No. 631G**
- Burgoyne’s Quilt
- Winged Square
- Windmill and Outline Sunburst Road to California
- Triple Irish Chain
- Whirlwind
- Virginia Star
- Rose Cross
- King’s Crown
- Beggar Block
- Necktie
- Grandmother’s Cross

**PRICES**

- 631 X, All Four Books, at 50 cents.
- 631 W, All Four Books, at 50 cents.

DESIGNS WORTH DOING

INDEPENDENCE, MO. [51]
Adventures in Home Beautifying are always a thrill but [with our help] they need never be hazardous nor the results uncertain. In creating our new series of Designs Worth Doing, we have kept the most inexperienced needleworker in mind and have held to the ideal of practical homecrafts worthy the time and money of the busiest of women. Of course these ideas are as refreshingly different as you have come to expect from our studios and the materials are always good and dependable. Whether you want to make a smart little gift, to stock a bazaar or plan a complete change of home decorations, we believe this book will help you immensely.

Ruby Short McKim